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1 ransfers in Real Estate.
go into life's race just for steady
ending June Koch, McKoy, Taylor. The women who | sheriff, L. \V. Gilman of Bangor; clerk of
0.
F. Sweet, Bangor; county attornerves and big muscles, for informed and
courts,
11, 1902.
have appointments
are
Augusta Colby, I
B. L. Smith, Patten; county commiskeen brains. If we win thus it will still be
Nellie Mason Layering, Lois Aletta Me- ney,
‘"‘lowing transfers in real estate a failure to win the
sioner, \V. A. Clark, Corinth; treasurer, J.
5 r
true prize.
I say to the
serve, Vera Caroline Nash, Nina Grace E.
1'"riled in Waldo County
friend, Etna.
Registry boys, it is just as important to come to the p? ‘•I ? Wind, Sky, etc.
Poor, Marion Stuart Reed, Anna Mabel
for the week ending June 11, l!Kn>: fore in truth, purity and unselfishness as ft ftJ. us
Kennebec
Florence
Richardson,
Edith
WilCounty. Senators, Rutillus
Wilkins,
to win
dash or a mile run,
liams. Those who will speak are Misses Alden, Winthrop; Caleb C. Libby, Pittston;
i;ruce, Palermo, to Ruth H. Rruce, and it isa hundred yard
■»
63 49 N. Part cloudy.
as needful for one’s own
certainly
II.
Williams.
Joseph
Colby,
Nash,
Wilkins,
Manley, Augusta; register of
""I and buildings in Palermo. Pa- happiness and the
world’s as taking 5 65 39 W.
deeds, George P. Smith, Winthrop; attor6
68 41 W. Clear.
I
Moody estate, Searsmont, to Chil- scholarship prizes or standing at the head 7 66 40 S. Part
ney, Thomas Leigh, Augusta; treasurer,
Death of James W. Wakefield.
cloudy. Rain after 3 p. m.,
ol a class.
A'd Society; land and
James E.
not enough to measure.
Blanchard, Chelsea; commisbuildings in
“Lay aside the sin which doth so easily 8 65 51 S. Cloudy. Rain,
.86 of an inch.
H. H. Adams, Belgrade; sheriff,
sioner,
"'""t. Joseph C. Harding,
June
ti.
State Liquor CommisBath,
Freedom, beset us.” The creed that all men are
Thunder in afternoon.
Frank
J.
Haul
of Belgrade.
sioner James Wakefield died at his home
'"I'li 1. Kelley, do.; land in Freedom. wholly inclined to evil belongs to the mid- 9 64 45 W. Clear.
here today after a long illness, aged ti!l years.
dle
Part cloudy.
" A.
I like better the words of a col- 10 71 49
Samson, et al., Medford, Mass., egeage.
had
He
been
in
for
A
health
failing
sometime,
Costly Fertilizer.
president to the graduates of a theo''"nil L. Egery, .Malden land in
No Gloeg Carriage Paint Made
and had been confined to his home for four
Isles- logical seminary: “The most
;
months. Mr. Wakefield had been promiof
evil
Arthur ,1. Smith, Monroe, to Edward business is not saving souls, butimportant
Out
good
may come. The planters
will
wear as long as Devoe’s.
keeping
No others
them from being lost. Y~ou are not
nently identified with politics in this section of Barbados find that the volcanic ashes
!l""re, Morrill; land and mill in
going are as heavy bodied, because Devoe’s weighs for
to enter a bad world, but a world full of 3 to 8
many years and was widely known.
from
Pierre
and
St.
St. Vincent are an exounces more to the pint. Sold by J.
He had been mayor of Bath, and at one cellent
good people.” Perhaps that seems as ex- W. Jones.
phosphate, and they are using them
time was collector at this port.
for fertilizer.—Boston Globe.
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Mrs. K. .s. Smart is visiting relatives in

Bangor ami vicinity.

Clinton G. Ferguson arrived Tuesday
business.

E. W. Ellis went to Bangor Tuesday for
treatment to his eyes.

day for

Mrs. B. C. Pinsmore visited relatives in
Thorndike last week.

.1. W. Wilkins went to Camden
for a short visit.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Hunt of Brookline,
Mass., visited friends in Belfast last week.

Fairfield

Prof.

College

Mr. and Mrs. (>. A. Hopkins arrived home
last week from California.
to

Mrs. Harper of Castine arrived Monday
visit Mrs. Frank I*, staples.
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Mrs. Jerard Pendleton of Brewer visited
relatives in Belfast the past week.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams will Occupy
the Pottle cottage at the Battery f"i two
months.

John W. Poe of Bar Harbor is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Poe.

Sidney 1*. Young of Greenville arrived
last Saturday to visit the family of K. <».
1 'endleton.

Mrs. Benj. P. Hazeltine and Reginald
have arrived home for the summer.

Mrs. C. J. Pattee and son Dana returned
home yesterday from a visit in Massachusetts and Portland.

Mrs. A. V. Canney of Dover is visiting
her friend, Miss Maude E. Barker.
Miss Blanche L. Sullivan went to Marblea short visit.

Mi. and Mrs. ,J. \Y. Biatlier and Mr. and
Mrs. .1. M. Ingalls of Boston visited friends
in Belfast last week.

head, Mass., Monday, for

Mrs. M. .1. Curian of Bangor visited her
mother, Mrs. Nora Cullman last week.

Mrs. K. 0. Thorndike arrived last Thursa short visit.
She will cone- later
for a more extended one.

Hernial) Patterson left last Thursday for
Massachusetts to play ball on the Whitinsville nine.

day for

Chas. E. Sherman has received his commission from Governor Hill as a coroner of
Waldo county.

Frank (>. Libby and Mrs. McFarland of
Lawrence, Mass., are guests of Mr. L.'s
brother, Dr. \V. <J. Libby.
Among recent promotions in the Patent
Mrs. Mary E. liaugli returned Monday
Office at Washington is that of Miss Rosa
from a visit to her daughter, Mrs. F. J.
A. Jones, clerk, £t,000to .*1,200.
Biather of Lynn.

Mrs. L. H. Edmunds of Lawrence, Mass.,
is visiting her father and brothers, Chas.
A. Wiley and sons.

Sumner C. Pattee arrived home yesterday from the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, for his summer vacation.

Frank Boynton of Taunton, Mass., and
his sister Oriola of Westboro, are visiting
relatives in Belfast and Liberty.

Rev. G. K. Kdgett and daughter Pauline
to Moncton, V !>., last week.
Mr
Kdgett was called there by the drowning of
a nephew, tifteen years of age.
went

Rev. A. A. Smith will go to Orono June
lbth to present the.right hand of fellowship
at the ordination of his friend, Mr. Atkin-

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Harris and their son
Louis have arrived from New York, where
they spent the winter, and are at their home
on Park street for the summer.

son.

A. M. Dunbar of Boston is visiting his
aunt, Mrs. Sarah Durgin. He is an expoliceman of Boston and a veteran of the
civil war.

Mrs.

j

|

!

1

D.

M.

Herrick has arrived from
she spent tlie \\ nter.
ciiid liiio moved t*» Hlen Cove, Hock land,
where she and her son have bought a farm.

Nashua, N. II., where

Mrs. Caroline Crosby, daughter Anne and
C. A. Pilsbury, A. I. Brown, C. F. Swift,
Master Morgan Burdett arrived from Bos- |
I. A. Conant, Kobert Burgess, Dr. John
ton iast week and are the guests of Miss
Stevens and J. s. Harriman attended the
Fanny ( hase.
Kepublican District Convention in Waterand
Mrs.
K.
W.
left
Judge
Rogers
yestervilleTuesday. M-->srs. Commtand Burgess
to
attend
the
commencement
day morning
returned home tliat evening, ami the ulmis,
of Tufts College, from which their daughter
with Ben D. Field, attended the star-- on
Bernice graduates.
vention in Portland yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. <leo. F. Kent, who have reMiss
rtle Mitchell, w h< sto gra t it»
sided in thi? city for several years, have in the My
coming class of the normal
returned to Madison, where Mr. Kent has has been appointed :<> tie- teaching
:
of
the Springiieid public schools and v.
be
property interests to look after.
principal .'.i sistant in one of the bn ioinj'.
Mrs. Mary A. Cheever will go to Harris- Miss Mitchell s home i> in Maine hut dinburg, I’a.. the last of this week to join her ing her two year'm town she has iived it the
home of Mr. and Mr> (J. \Y W*in'!<* a
<|m
daughter. Mr?. Maude Cleveland, with is a thorough 'indent a d well !.T:• -d for
whom she will ?pend the summer.
her
new
M;i
F.\
poMiion.- We.'timld,
I

|

change.

Mrs. u. (J. and Mrs. F. O. Critchett left

.>

Monday for Franklin, Mass., to attend the
commencement of Fean Academy, from
which Ralph <». < litchHt gi actuates.

Miss Mitchell is a graduate of {V- !
11 lull School of the class of '*.*7

lion, and Mrs. i. 11. Jackson went to
Fortland Tuesday, where Mrs. Jackson
will undergo treatment for her eyes at the
K\eaud Far Intiiniary. They will remain
three weeks.

about Mi's Ldith
lately took part, in

\

Miss

a

rec.tai

Pettingii: is a so'oi>t. in
Baptist Cliurch,

i.u

\,n_

i’.

vim

that

in

street
coining know

Hi*and

>

:t\

WaHi
>

be

n a> a singer of great (
umso
Her voice lias a depth and sim-oth'.es.ss
serather uueominon. She sang a ddm
t
lection by Shiia with great sue*
In
Tosti's‘u Jood-Bye" the rieh quaic <•: mu
low notes delight-d the audience. }•'■■ en
core she sang “My. Jacqueminot,' a eha: m
ing little piece by Herbert Johnson.

The Journal is pleased to announce that
apt. <»>car I.. Liniebunier, who has been
dangerously ill several months, is gaining
rapidly and is con?.deled as on the road to

complete recovery.

Miss Vivian 11. youngest daughter of
Hon. J. B and Fllen M 'labor of i
graduated from the College of Libera! Arts
of the Boston Lniversity .Line 4th
Sh*
has completed a four-years course and was
valedictorian, she had previously graduated from the Coburn Classical Institute in
Watervilie : is a member ol the F< Beta Phi
society and takes great interest in F.r.glish
literature.
She is a gifted writei and

Mr. and Mrs. A. 1- Field of Bangor spent
few days with Mr. and Mrs. W II. Clifford, Northport avenue, returning home
Monday, accompanied by Mr?, (leorge A.

a

Mathews and

Lynn, Ma>\, paper has the
F.linor Petting

ington

1

■

was

R. T
Warren of Castine was at the
Revere House last Thursday on his wa\ to
Kent's Hill.

John B. Thumbs of Thomaston visited
friends in Belfast the past week.

1

■

Henry I..

Chapman of Bowdoin
at the Kevere House Monday.
Bon. A. IE Powers of Houlton and G. A.
Robinson of Augusta were in Belfast last
week.

Monday

1

■

Mrs. \\ S. Aldus returned home Tuesday
from a visit in Worcester and New York.

Mrs. J. C. Carey of Montville visited Mrs*
Hannah Whitten last week.
to

Tuesday

Mrs. Abbie E. Sands of Boston is visiting
her sister, Mrs. J. B. Harris.

Mr. and Mrs. Tileston Wadlin are visiting
in Lewiston this week.

Miss Louise Rogers went
to visit relatives.

on

Leo. M. Sargent went to Portland Tuesa day's visit.

Koscoe Whitcomb went to Camden last
Thursday on business.

1

•■*

PERSONAL.

son.

(.'has. R. Coombs of Belfast and Fred and
Arthur Hollins of Boston left Tuesday for
Eastern Maine, taking with them their outtit for a canoeing trip on the Grand Lakes
and Maehias River.

many articles from her pen have appeared
in the last four years.

James Otis Kaler of South Portland,
author of many books for boys, was in Bangor last week, w ith Mrs. Kaler, and their
infant son, visiting his mother, Mrs. Otis
Kaler, and his sister, Mrs. Frank I). Pullen.

Printer
\

and

Sailor

l{etir»*«i Seafarer (lives Some
It eininiKi-eiiee*.

I

n

.-rest

iut

Colson-Rich of Bangor has received
( apt. Charles M. Havener of this it \, now
a letter from Admiral Winlield Scott Schley j
New
in which he expresses his thanks and up- i an inmate of the Sailors Snug Hai
N Y
writes an
preeiation for one of her patriotic compos!- Brighton, Staten Island,
tions w Inch she published during the Span- interesting personal letter to the editor of
The Journal from which we quote
folish war.
“I had some experience in m\
lows:
Mrs. Charles Robb and Miss Stella R.
in a printing office.
I started
Pendleton of Waltham arrived in Belfast ! younger days
to learn the printing business in the Belof
last Thursday to accompany the remains
fast Signal office in the early Tin’s, and
their mother, Mrs. Aurelia S. Pendleton.
on
going to work one morning found
Mrs. Robb returned Monday, but her sister
that since leaving our cases the night be
will remain a few weeks.
fore the paper had gone out of business. I
The w ell known Camden shipbuilder, H. then went to work on the first issue of Tin
M. Bean, has taken his son, Robert, into
Progressive Age, under the mamlgement of
partnership with him, the firm name now Will. M Rust It was started as a campaign
being IL M. and R. L. Bean. A big crew paper in the interest of Fremont and I)a\w ill be at work in a short time on the live
ton, the first Republican candidates for
master to be built for Capt. J. G. Crowley.
President and Vice President, ami was
We set the type
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Harriman have printed on one side only.
returned to Bath from a week's fishing trip and made up the forms in a job office over
to Rangeley Lakes.
They report only fair ('aidwell’s book-store, under the manage
fishing on account of coid weather. They ment of Jefferson and the late Heorge \\
landed sixty fish, including several good- Burgess. I used to wheel the forms down
There were four in the Main street on a haudbarrow and •■a.rr\
sized salmon.
them up three flights of stairs. 1 think
party.
this was in the building where the uwen
Hotel Richmond in Washington at which I
Bros, now are. The ground floor was then
Governor and Mrs. Burleigh have been
Samuel (J. Thin low as a mersince November has just closed for the occupied by
chant tailoring establishment.
Here the
season and the Congressman and his w ife j
were struck off on a hand piv>>, Mr
papers
have moved to Hotel Everett, only a block
(ieorge Burgess pulling the press while I
away, where they w ill he for the remainder
did the artistic work of manipulating Hie
of this session of Congress.
rollers, etc. I afterwards worked on the
11. C. Libby of this city delivered the Maine Free
Press, K. K. Smart editor,
memorial addresses at Burnham and Clin- Martin V.
Stetson, manager, and li e. as
ton before crowded houses.
Mr. Libby is fellow
compositors Alden 1). Chase, flu
attending Harvard College, and although a
late Frank W. Patterson, and others whose
young man ranks among the first as an
1
names
do not now recall.
orator.
The citizens who attended these
hut that kind id work- was too confining
meetings can understand how the manner in
for
me
and I started to sea in ISM, and have
which Mr. Libby gained his titles of tire
“Silver Tongued” speaker and the “Boy brought up here, with my sea usefulness
Orator” of the Kennebec.—Waterville Sen- gone, in the most liberally appointed
home in the world for an} class of men,
tinel.
barring none, to spend my few remaining
E. W. Thurlow of Rockland has been years, surrounded with more comfort, more
spending a few days at his cottage at privileges and with better care in sa km-ss
Temple Heights, where he is making re- than 1 have ever enjoyed since leaving m>
pairs and having his stable moved. Mr. father’s home. There is not a soul living
Thurlow on Sunday entertained a party of to thank for one thing; and we can only re
young men from Belfast, including a re- vere the memory of that goad man Who
presentative of The Courier-Gazette. As a willed it all to us—and now lies bin ed on
cook Mr. Thurlow stands high and was our ow n grounds in daily sight of us allforced to come to the aid of the Belfast con- and to God, who put it into his heart.
“I take the good old Journal, ami it is
tingent in completing a chowder which had
no equal.
Beside the writer, in the party, like going home once a week ; only 1 miss
were Wilson Ellis of the Belfast National the once familiar names more ami more.
Bank and Percy J. Poor of the C. C. C. Very few of my old school-mates me now
Shoe store, Belfast.—Courier-Gazette.
living.”
Anna

1

BELFAST IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the Belfast Improvement Society was held Monday, June
2nd. in room 4, Memorial building, Mrs F.
AY Pote, President, in the chair. Alter the
preliminary routine work and unfinished
business, the reports of the Secretary and
Treasurer were submitted, adopted and
requeued printed, as follows:

MALARIA
Means bad air, and whether it
from the low lands and

comes

Scrap-books are certainly “worth
while.” There are few people who cannot afford to spend some time in the
collection and preservation of items of
interest, of course, no one would expect to see on the shelves of a busy

Invisible
Enemy to Health
**

marshes of the country', or the filthy sewers and drain pipes of the cities
and towns, its effect upon the human system is the same.
These atmospheric poisons are breathed into the lungs and taken up
by the blood, and the foundation of some long, debilitating illness is laid.
Chills and fever, chronic dyspepsia, torpid and enlarged liver, kidney
troubles, jaundice and biliousness are frequently due to that invisible foe,
Malaria. Noxious gases and unhealthy matter collect in the system because
the liver and kidneys fail to act, and are poured into the blood current until
it becomes so polluted and sluggish that the poisons literally break through
the skin, and carbuncles, boils, abscesses, ulcers and various eruptions of an
indolent character appear, depleting the sy’stem, and threatening life itself.
The germs and poisons that so oppress and weaken the body' and destroy
the life-giving properties of the blood, rendering it thin and watery, must
be overcome and carried out of the system before the patient can hope to
get rid of Malaria and its effects.
S. S. does this and quickly produces an entire
change in the blood, reaching every organ and stimulating them to vigorous, healthy action. S. S. S.
possesses not only purifying but tonic properties,
and the general health improves, and the appetite
increases almost from the first dose. There is no Mercury, Potash, Arsenic
It is strictly and entirely a vegetable remedy.
or other mineral in S. S. S.
Write us about your case, and our physicians will gladly help you by
their advice to regain your health. Book on blood and skin diseases sent
free.
THE .SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.

th*1 President and Members of the Belfast Improvement Society :
In presenting t<* you in review tile work
of uui .-econd year, it is gratify ing t<» note
that while we may not have accomplished
:n practical results all that the most sanguine desired. something—> es, a great deal
has been done for the betterment of our
l

The Utility of Scrap books.

o

city.

professional man a series of hooks containing “Household Hints;” and a volume containing “Electrical Inventions
and Improvements” would scarcely he
of much value to a young art student.
But would it not he worth their while,
the one to devote some stray, spare
moments to the arrangement of items
hearing directly upon his work, and by
this means, perhaps, he enabled to
answer a question in a few moments
which hours of search in ordinary channels would have left unanswered; the
other to collect and preserve in some
systematic way articles relative to the
masters and reproductions of their
works? Sooner or later, such a series,
or a single volume judiciously tilled, w ill
he sure to demonstrate its value. Sys-

\\ .• have demonstrated, as well, the fact
that the work of such an organization continued from year to year is a power for
good in our community and creative of high
civic ideals.
Closely follow ing our last annual meeting
and in accordance w ith an application previously made, steps w ere taken to become
incorporated under State laws. A meeting
was held for this purpose July .s and the
corporation organized. Thus all business
transactions of the society are made legal.
We are under deep obligations to the
chairman of our Advisory Committee, J. R.
Bunton, for devoting much time to this and
othei matters placed in his hands.
1 ne
society oecame auxiliary to me
tem is one of the greatest requirements
National League of Improvement Association.' early in the year, and has received
CeleManufacturer of The
It is well to
in handling clippings.
some benefit by being in touch with organchoose a few subjects in which you are
2 on
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
Service 4th July night band stand....
izations working along similar lines.
also dealer in all
brated
4 on
iiy petition, we have had unsightly tele- Grass plots.
interested, rather than to cover a
4 on
phone poles painted, unused lamp posts re- National League.
Belfast Savings Bank, formerly occupied by >'l !
New Hooks. May 1903. Second List.
8 no
greater range of subjects with less
moved. underbrush removed from the walks,
kinds of
Keeeptiou.
where I shall manufacture the MapKI’SKIN'IC,
1 oo
daii-•■ions places in our streets .md walks Miss Uazeltine.
Bishop, Julia Truitt.
thoroughness.
0 70
repaired, ami, recently, what is of great pub- Mr. Haney, work on grass plots.
Halter, and all kinds of Harnesses. KKI’AII:.
Great round world natural hisBrushes.
Before the writer is a scrap-book,
do oo
lic heiieiit. the carrying of city water to our
Pictures for schools.
"ith neatness and dispatch.
an.
True stories.
tory stories.
cemetoi}.
Keceptioii.. 10 dd
very pasty, and somewhat the worse
In all this we have had the heart} coWould respectfully announce to the citizens <>t 1 >eifast and
iso:.
v...
2-1
tlie
and
the
bears
for wear, which
date,
upe; ation ot Major Small and members of
ssn 24
Blanchard, Ann Klla.
vicinity that 1 have taken the store second dom above the
T-m.
tin* City Government, and our thunks are
owners name, with “age eleven years"
A daughter of freedom. A story
due them for valuableand willing assistance 1 ialauee for this year. sss dl
its
covers
are
articles
Inside
following.
of the latter period of the war
at ail times.
Money in treasury.s:>dl ds
Mrs. 11 11. Johnson, Treasurer,
has
severa
■;
ejvt t
for independence.
B 59-5 on “The Closing Days of Buskin,”
u buPelfast
of
well
streets
at
the
Improvement
Society.
junction
plot
Blanchard, Amy Klla.
“Funny Advertisements," “Leonardo
rned and some have been beautilied b\
The following otlieers and committees
\ revolutionary maid.
A story
da Vinci," “How the Bears Ate the
fob age plants
were elected for the year:
It was votod to plant Huston v\ about
of the middle period of the
Squash l’ies," "A Tale of a Bonnet,"
the 'choe, house.' on the common, a::• i
President--Mrs. 11. H. Johnson.
I
war for independence.
B 59-4 ! “Voting," “The Smallest Hovernmcnt
se\
al piants were set. hut ow ing to a diili1.001*0
Presidents—M
i*s
Vice
Uazeltine, Blanchard. Amy Klla.
ciib \. the ft undation walls of tlie buildings
inSalary," and “Kansas Philosophy,”
Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Mrs. P. J. Kigby.
ext. ndh g so far, it is feared this plan may
B 59-; >
Taking a stand. 181*9.
terlarded with miscellaneous poetry.
not ho successful.
secretary— Mrs. (ieo. F. Prackett.
John Bussell.
j
Coryell,
beei oiiei ed to mei
That was the lirst step toward an everTreasurer- Miss Sue M. Partridge.
Bieeon the bold. A story of the
lb.•simian and Sophumoreclasse.' -»f the
1
increasing number of scrap-books,
Auditor—Mrs. (ieo. K. Prackett.
S-ln'i-1 for t lie best ossa}- on ( 'ivic 1mII
THIS YEAR,
of
Columbus.
C
81-2
days
whose growth, though slow and somePiovem- nt, and the award is to he made by
Kxecutive Committee—Mr*. M. J. (iam- ( otes, Sara Jeannette I *.
in
s.
a few da}
Inmmittee
!
Sold v agents every
V. J Pigby, Miss Mary Johnman*. Mrs.
The Crow’s-Nest. 19**1.
('82-4 what erratic, has progressed surely for
Hu soeiet} ecenth purchased a granite
u lieiv.
son, Mrs. 11.
Pitcher, Mrs. P. P. Chase * rowley, Mary Catherine.
11look which has been placed ;u
-■
-a:
i six years.
send lor catalogue.
In- 1‘ublic Library, and have voted
r
Mis* Maud Parker, Mrs. L. s. Pitcher, Mrs.
A daughter of New France. 19**1.
To the boy or girl contemplating a
M*rrh
C 89
<>Sr».
o.
as
soon as permission can be
\ Small, Mrs. Waiter Cooper, Mrs. A. A.
Bavis, Mollie Evelyn M.
the city, “litter barrens’’ or r«*- |
college course, what can prove of more
DAN* ORTH CHEMICAL CO.,
* *.;
smith, Mrs. Prank P. Math. ws. Mrs. J. II.
waste paper, fruit peels and
1 lie queen’s garden. 11*00
259.15 interest and value than a“('ollege Scrap;
LEOMINSTER, M*
;s thrown into the streets by I
'.'nimby. Mrs. James II. Howes. Miss Juliot I Benslow, William Wallace.
all
the
items
of
inbook,"
containing
These
tlu
-man, woman and child.
\. Wiggin. Miss Mar> Faunce. Mrs. (ieo. S.
Mother Goose: being the old fa;<• be neat!}
painted and placed
terest Concerning the progress and de[ I have .1 Well selected 'took of nil tilt i ■. t t
o-rvals ihroughout the *• it\ i Mills. Mr*, (ieo. A. p'uimbv. Miss Julia
0
miliar rhymes and jingles edliOTTOM I'lJU I >. I a line,*!
styles
1
velopment of the colleges and univer<». Poor, Miss >ue M. ParPei r\. Mrs. (
ate!
••!■!; !•»\ ■»i to take the refuse as
ited and illustrated.
Ml9.1
!t is hoped our people 11 .1 sg*■, Mr*. A. 1. Id< wii. Mis. Fliner
1
oftsities all over our country, their maSmall,
Exactly a
E.
Martineau.
BABY
Pest’hesnez,
CARRIAGES,
1 a:
-.••••: ’.•' use these receptacles and
terial and intellectual
Mi*s Carrie M. Cutler, Mrs. Janie* Haney.
growth, the
:;e" of our streets be in- 1
rented in tl
Lady Green-satin and her maid
w
I ote*
annual fetes and ceresured
I-ore-try l ommittee- Mrs. !
GO-CARTS,
ltosette.
;wo.;ji ; sports, pastimes,
111<■ -. important work 01
Mi". Pancroft Comuit. Mr-. 1'. Id Mathew.-monies of the student bodies, their
1 mughm, Amanda Minnie.
and
one
that
yeai
CHAMBER SUITES
and
Street Vigilant < ommittee
>anitury
ts resuits, is tin
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The Kxperiment station has since
1 >:«> had under ohservation several apples of Russian origin and other Varieties originating either in the colder
parts ni Maine or in the Northwest. 1
Bulletin'2 gives a general idea of re-,
suits "I these observations. As wale
iy varying conditions exist a general'
statement as to tire value of any gjvn i

1

variety

is

only approximately

entertained the white
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PYSPEPSIA

The Boer War in Brief.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

The Kind You Have

varieties wide:: are considered :
valuable in Aroostook county 1
T i.K ATKINS n ] >uo.
are unknown in the southern counties;
while other-', which are of merit fori
May Ml—Conference held at Bloemthe south are not suilieieutiy liardy fori fontein by representatives of the British
t lie northern portions.
A condensed government and the Dutch republics,
description, in tabular form, m all the 1 but no agreement w as readied.
('c-tober in—The Boers sent an ultivarieties tested is riven and the most 1
matum to the British and
promising sorts are treated in detail.
began the
invasion
of Natal on October 12.
if the Russian apples tried but three
•
ictober
20.
The
Alexander.
Long;.eld and
Yellow
siege of Knnber.ey
Transparent— an ot- recommended for | by the Boers began.
October
20-The
culture
in
general
seige of Ladysmith
competition with appics ot Vmerican and West Kuropean 1 by the Boers began.
October Mo—British entrapped near
origin, and the number to iie advised
for the colder sections ot the State is Ladysmith and 'To captured by the
not large.
The most promising sorts j Boers.
November 20— Battle of Modder river,
in addition to those named are: Anisim. I
Arahka. llorsdorf, Cross. Green Gu- a sanguinary British victory.
inean. Hibernal, Kmirsk Reinette.
Pro-! December 10—British under General
lille >v\ eeting. Uepka A port and Rus-' Gatacre led into a Boer ambuscade near
sian Gravenstein.
.stormberg Junction and lost 1000 men.
December if.—General Buller severeAmong otiier valuable liardy apples 1
described are Arctic, Roikiu. Doctor. I ly defeated while attempting to cross
Milding. Munson Sweet, Northwestern 1 the 1 ugela river near Colenso; loss over
Shiawassee
and several 1000 men.
Greening,
December Is.
Field Marshal Lord
promising Maine seedlings. Though
many varieties are described, the oft Roberts was ordered to South Africa to
take
with
command,
laird Kitchener as
repeated advice, "for market plant lew
varieties," is again strongly urged. For chief of stall, and a re-enforcement of
men.
100,000
those
commercial'purposes plant only
sorts which have a recognized comJUKI' EVENTS IN 11)00.
mercial value or those which are of
(i—Lords Roberts and KitchJanuary
such conspicuous merit that a market ener arrived in
South Africa.
is assured.
A brief account is also
January (i—Boers repulsed with heavy
given of the keeping of several varieties loss in an attack on
Ladysmith.
which were placed in a cellar.
January 23-25—Spion Kop captured
Bulletin 82 will be sent free to all and abandoned
by the British under
residents of Maine who apply to the General
Warren, after heavy loss.
station.
(MoAgricultural Experiment
February b—miller's third attempt to
In writing, please mention relieve
no, Me.
Ladysmith failed.
this paper.
February 15 —Kimberley relieved by
General French.
February 27—General Cronje surrenKnox County League.
dered to Lord Roberts, with 4ti(Kj men.
February 2*—Lord Dundonald enterThe Knox county baseball league was
ed Ladysmith.
organized in Rockland, June 2nd. with
County Attorney Howard of Rockland theMarch 13—Bloemfontein, capital of
Orange Free State, surrendered to
as president and T. E. Libb)
f Vinalliaven as secretary and treasurer. Reek- Lord Roberts.
May Ki—Mafeking relieved, after a
land. Camden, Vinalliaven, Warren,
Thomaston and
Belfast each sent siege of 217 days.
May 28—England proclaimed the anseveral representatives, and the four
first named teams will comprise the nexation of the Orange Free State.
May 30—British entered Johannesleague. It was voted to reject Belfast
on account of the expense it would en- burg and President Kruger retired from
tail upon the Knox county teams in the Pretoria.
.1 une 5—Pretoria, capital of the Transway of transportation, while Thomaston was unable to make definite appli- vaal, surrendered to the British army.
•To y t—Guerrilla warfare begun
cation and no action could be taken
by
the Boers and continued with
whic would include that town.
varying
mime
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REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
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Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrator*:
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Will enable you to cat what you like and
all you like.
Cures dizziness, constipation,
nervousness and sleeplessness; makes old
stomachs almost as pood as new. Makes
pood rich blood and builds up the whole
system.
Munyon’s Witch Hazel Soap makes the
skin soft as velvet. lSc. Sold everywhere.
Mnnyon's Inhaler Cures Catarrh.
lend for Guide

|

CLOSING CIIAl’TKK IN

1902.

January—Guerrilla warfare continued by the Boes with varying success,
one movement in the early
spring resulting in the capture of General Lord
Methuen by General Delarey.
May 31—Terms of Boer surrender
signed at Pretoria.

“I used DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve for
piles and found it a certain cure,” says S.K.
Meredith, Willow Grove, Del. Operations
are unnecessary to cure piles. They
always
yield to DeWitts Witch Hazel Salve. Cure
skin diseases, all kinds of wounds. Accep
no counterfeits.

sidewalk.
Irishmau

A few minutes later another
came along. He looked at the
paint, then at his countryman, and inquired with anxiety in his tone, “Doherty, Doherty, hov ye had a himorrhage.”
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FURNISHINGS,
nice line of
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station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now gold at
§5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Norm
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geokge
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 70, 1901.

PEARL, AGATE,
PEERLESS WARE,

Famous Glenwood
Plumbing
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Ranges

...THE...

Specialty.

Iitcti k Triall.

Swan i Sibley Co.

OPEN EVENINGS.

JOBBERS OK

Dr. Emmons’

ference with work.

guaranteed

long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember; this remedy is absolutely sale under
leaves
every possible condition and positively
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent by mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tre
mont St.. Boston. Mass.
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STOPPED FREE
Permanently Cured by
KLINE’S GREAT

v NERVE RESTORER
day
No Fits after first

or

JOSEFH WILLIAMSON. Ji
Administrator, Augusta Maine.

A. (i. CASVN ELL, Auctioneer.

Uf H. Coombs & Co.,
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33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Truly

WomlertuI

How

Quickly

CM A PH AN’S

PEU
AT THE

dealers in the finest

KINDS,

Parties having FURNITURE
CARPETS,
STOVES, or'anythiiij: t<> s,*!l
l>y sending us ;• <ai'd\vil n reive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture a specialty

CROUP aiui all l I NG 1 ROUlil I S.

oi

Salt.

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

«

I

LOSllSi

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast. Me
TELEPHONE 4*3.

BOTTLE

DlilCTSTOKHS.

Commissioners’ Notice.

quality of

■ use.

personal or by mail; treatise and
99 trial BOTTLE free
to Fit patients who pay expressage only on delivery.
Permanent Curt, not only temporary relief, for all Utrvous /tisordert,
Epilepsy, Spaams. St. Vitns- Danee,
Debility. Exhaustion. Dfc. B. H.KLINK.U,
931 Arch Street, Philadelphia. rtuM uu.
4

on

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

SEEDS and

too

Consultation,

v-*'iul!ilis'rt.r

RELIEVES AM) H'Uts

FEED,

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have failed. The most difticult cases successfully treated by mail,and benin every instance. No
eficial results
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. W rite for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not uut off

.11
■

further particulars call

went

Golden Crown Oil

CRAIN,

Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positiveno
other
remedy known to medical science
ly
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
most obstinate irregularities from
and
Longest
any cause relieved immediately. Suecessguaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or interMonthly
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One

morning a loyal Irishman was at
work near the top of a telephone pole,
painting it a bright green, when the pot
of paint slipped and splashed on the

Oct.

Belfast, depart
City Point.

1901.

June 20—President Schalkburger of
the Transvaal, and Steyn of the Orange
Free State, issued a proclamation for
“no peace without independence.”
August 7—Lord Kitchener issued a
proclamation of banishment against all
Boers not surrendering by September
15.
October 9— Martial law proclaimed

ami aft«*r

AM

;

>.

,|„

f:

New York.

FROM

South Africa.

throughout Cape Colony.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and Children.

Health Book free.

!*,

U5» l-'t. I
be fmtllSI.n

Boston, will

December 12—Lord Roberts sailed
from Cape Town for England.
OPKRATIOXS IN

Jus-

and federal streets.

I

s, 1901, trains Connecting
at Burnham anti Watervil’.e with through trains
tor ami from Bangor, Waterville, Fortlaml, anc

league towns will choose success.
September 12—Ex-President Kruger
representatives to arrange by-laws and
a schedule.
The season will begin June abandoned the Transvaal and began his
cstli in order that several games may journey to Europe.
November :!0—Lord Kitchener placed
be played before July 4th.
in
command in
supreme

to

*r.u

Twain

On

Each of the

The managers of the four teams are
as follows: Rockland, Geo. W. Smith;
Wa veu. Robert Walker: Camden. Erastus Wall: Vinalliaven. II. W. Fitield.
Rockland lias already signed Pratt
and Greene of Bowdoin. Eddie Kenniston of Rockland, and will probably have
Littlefield of Yale varsity team. Vinalhaven has signed Ames of Brockton,
M; ss., and Breckenridge, the Hartmouth coach. Camden will have several Bates college men.

ni

j

himself”—so says the infamous

hooks extant on the French nation
by the natives themremarked: “So success- selves in lawful
purchase.”
other Snagg’s efforts in
After this pious transaction, it is not
;he color and condition of
surprising that Du Parquet and his
!iim that the entire chain
fellow-missionaries construed the re-

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

MUNYON’S

specially

ebony to cafe au lait. record. Father du Teatre writes, “And
author, who has written thus was Grenada
fairly ceded to the
m

will result it: a revolution that will
overthrow the presen’ form of government and make the country a republic.
PRESIDENT LOCRET.
He says the last ruler of England will
be the best the country ever bad, and Ireditnry monarch. He has a splendid
and railroad train.
the first President of the new nation
will be one of the
family.
royal
Queen Victoria is by long odds the
Shipping Statistics.
best ruler England has ever had, and in
a recent
speech the Prince of Wales
The bureau of
reports 130
said it is bis desire to live to see
Eng- vessels of :‘.4,l:’.0 navigation
tons gross were built
land a republic.
in the United States and officially mini
According to the hermit, Russia,
Prance and Italy will form an alliance bered during the mouth of May. The
largest steel vessels included in these
and will enter into uar with
Turkey.
This war is to be the outrgowth of figures are the steamer .lames (layley.
Turkish persecution of Christian sub- 4.777 tons gross, built at Cleveland for
jects This triple alliance will conquer the American shipbuilding company,
the domain of the Sick Man of the East. and steamer L. C. Smith, 4.744 tons
At the expiration of the war complica- gross, built at West Bay City. Mich.,
tions will arise which will plunge Italy for the West Bay City’ shipbuilding
and France into war with Russia, The company.
Three foreign built vessels were addresult will be that the two countries
will be gobbled up by the Northern ed to the merchant ileet. among them
tie schooner Guardian, which
Power, and will cease to exist as inde- being
in Vineyard Sound and was afpendent nations. While war is being capsized
terward towed to Vineyard Haven, rewaged between' them the Pope will
paired and subsequently towed to Bosmove the seat of Catholicism from
Rome to some town in southern Ire- ton; bark Homeward Bound, which was
land. A rebellion will take place in the Americanized by an act of congress,
land of the shamrock, in which the and schooner Jessie Banning, which
was rebuilt after being wrecked.
For
country will become independent of the 11 months
31st, 1,19s
England. Then a conflict will arise be- sail and steam ending May
vessels, of 303,038 tons
tween the ultra Catholics of the south
of Ireland and the ultra Protestants of gross, were built and officially numberthe north, in which the southrons will ed in the United States, compared with
1.034 sail and steam vessels of 37>9,7s9
be the victors.
kingdom will be es- tons gross for the
corresponding 11
tablished. and it is predicted that the
months ending May 31, 1901.
reign of the first potentate will become
historic for its tyranny.
Bobby—You know them preserves
1 he prophet paints a dark future for
11 ip United states. He says at the close out in th’ pantry wot you told me not
of the century a feeling of unrest will to eat?
Mother—Yes.
seize the people.
This feeling will be
Bobby- You know you said they'd
the growth of unequal social and economic conditions. He prediets that the make me sick if I et em, didn't you?"
Mother- Yes.
twenty-fifth President will be the last
Bobby—Well, they didn't. (>hio State
executive head of the United States.
1 Miring 11is administration the discon- Journal.
tented masses will break into
open reEx-Mayor Warren C. Philbrook has
bellion. and the established form of
been engaged to deliver the centennial
government will he overthrown. The
oration in Waterville, in place of Hon.
I mted States will he rent
asunder, and .1. Manchester
who has been
ho a year or more
anarchy will prevail. ill and given up Haynes,
the task.
t\ lien order shall he
brought out of
chaos, six republics will he formed, with
capitals at the following cities: San
i rancisco. Iienver. New Orleans. St.
1-ouis. \\ ashington and Poston.— Topeka Press.

correct,

early chroniclers)

slaves, and set up fos a strangers with kindness and
cordiality:
mis
certainly out-done and their chief, understanding nothing
o
and .Jacob in the ex- of
the Frenchman’s language,
was
.}'■ if not of his domain.
easily induced to sell his island for “a
ashore without “strik- few knives and
hatchets, a quantity of
d
every turn. The pres- glass heads and two bottles of brandy
aggsareof all shades of

Apple Orchard Notes.

liequia—but. strange

cry is accounted foi in .1 tradition connected with the captivity 01 the abori-

y Islands. Priniinowhere seen above

1:

in

make the air resound ui

striking

winy volcanic menu1 Pel a. The geolosi-

especially

say. in no other islands, not even in
near-by st. \ incen:- there is a singular
to

species

in that

ch we tind

and

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops ami Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Xarcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee, it destroys AVorms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Biarrinca and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
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and across the At

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has hcen
In use for over 30 years, has home the
signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” arc hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against
Experiment.

lost.
There is to be a change in the economic conditions of almost every civilized nation. He foretells the growth of
a democratic
spirit in England, which

>

occupied by

7

to pass.
In the same article lie said that when
the twentieth
century opens great seismic disturbances will take place, which
will cause the submersion of New York
<
ity and the western half of the city of
Havana Cuba is to break in two, while
Florida and Lower California are to
suffer total extinction. The shock of
these earthquakes w ill raze buildings to
the ground in almost very city on the
continent. Millions of lives and billions
of dollars’ worth of
property will be

j

now

N

^

When President Loubet goes abroad,
he travels in as royal style as any he-

Over forty years ago an old German
hermit published in a Bavarian paper a
curious prophecy. In it be foretold the
Austrian-Kussian and the Eranco-Prussian wars, the death of Fope Pius, and
the Turco-Russian debate at arms. lie
said that
Germany would have three
Emperors in one year before the end of
the century, and indicated the death of
two Tinted states Presidents by assassination. All these things have come

j

me

President of France.

Park Future

fur tlie IT ill ted States.

«

■

a

ltf

Waldo ss.
May 12, 1902.
We. the undersigned, having been duly appointed ty the Honorable (loo. K. Johnson. Judge of
Probate, within and for said County, coinmis.siouers to receive and decide upon the claims of the
creditors of Koxanna M. Babbidge, late ot Win
terport. in said County, deceased, whose estate
has been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of said Judge of
Probate that six months from and alter Aprils,
r.*02.have been allowed to said creditors to piesent
and prove their claims, and that we will attend
to the duty assigned us at the office of Treat,
I .owe & Co., on Wednesday. June IS, and Tuesday. October 7, at ten of the clock in the forenoon
on each of said days.
H. D. SIMPSON,) r.
3t22
E..B, LOWE,

(tomrs-
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WARRIOR AIR RIFLE.
loading attachment. Automatic
locking device, accurately sighted, full nickeled.
80 Tags.
h doz. darts, 20 Tags.
IMPROVED

Journal Pub. Co.

1 ILSBl

KV

With

j Business Manager.

>i i-.st kii’tion
Tkkms: In advance, $2.00 a
sl.oo for six months; ">0 cents for three
yeai
months.
Anvi ktisina; Tkkms: l r one square, one
ui. I, imgth in column. T*« emits for one week, ami
•jf> « •>!,>' for eaeli subsequent insertion.

PUNCHING BAG.
Pear shape, best Yeaton
teed in every way.
Men’s L'Jf) Tags.

<

KXTRA LA R(JK COUCH.

leather, duck lined, guaran-

Upholstered and tufted in four rows, deep fan.
fringe with rope and tassel, velour eovernig
green, blue, red or tobaeeo in assorted designs
8(H) Tags.

Boys’ 60 Tags.

Representative to Congress,

Foi

dart

new

ASSOCIATION STYLE FOOT BALL.

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.

Made of best oak tanned
with bladder.
OTHER

Governor,

For

JOHN F.

The Republican voters of W.-tido
hereby notified to meet by delegates
tion. at the

County are
in conven-

Banjo.

llOUSK, UKl.KASr,

FOR CONGRESS, HON
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BURLEIGH AND HILL.
!

Scrofula

The annual exercises of the Eastern MattNormal school at Castine took place lime
">th. There was a large attendance of friends
of the graduates during the day and in the
evening Emerson hall was crowded, many
being unable to find seat.-. Among those
present were Hon. \Y \Y Stetson, Prof.
Henry L. Chapman, H. A. Hobertson, Hon.
Ceorge M. Warren, Joseph XV. Fairbanks,
Hon. William J. Knowltou, and two members of Hie (iovernoi’s council. Judge Edward D. Chase and Don A. 11. Powers. The
day was tine and Castine was crowded with
visitors. The steamer Castine bioughf an
excursion party to the evening exercises
from Helfast.
Friday many left on the
three steamers running to llangor. and the
Silver Star, the Helfast boat, was crowded.
Nearly Iso students have attended the
school this term, and then- were :ift\ in ‘he
graduating class.
'The graduating exercises were 'mid a1
V.merson hall with the following oniei of

Palermo.

•.

inn-

....;,

i.volition, held in Water
ated Hon. Kdwm <liur.gust:: lor lieprespitative to

V

Few are entirely free from it.
It may develop so slowly as to cause
little ir any disturbance during the whole
period of childhood.

1 ‘raver.
Violoncello

j

Star,”

Solo.

*‘>ong

to

the

Wagner

Mr. Saw y er.

the :;nl page.
It must have

piint by request
;clous Prophecy.""
,i *
Uein. :,rst printed several years ago, for
V.
hia then reigned, and this country
has in President Roosevelt its twentysixth chief xecutive. while the piopheey
says that the twenty-fifth was to lie the
lav
Though the future may have dire
on

a

things in store for tiiis and other

coun-

tries. we do not think there is any occas:on now to lay awake nights.
(invenior Jefferson Davis of Arkansas has been expelled from a Baptist
church,

lie seems to be
well as abroad.

unpopular

at

If he conies

home
iij) this way there may he a revival of
the old song: “We'll hang Jeff Davis
as

on

a

sour

apple

tree."

Oregon elected
exception
Congressman by in-

Republicans

The

of

all their candidates with the
of

Governor, the
majorities. Chamberlain(Hem.)
elected Governor by a majority of 334.

creased
is

The

daily

papers announce that the
State Prohibition convention at Rath
la st week nominated a “full ticket.”
It looks as
in

though

it would soon be

order to write Senator Hoar’s obitu-

ary:
Mr.

Gone to meet Routwell.

Morgan

says he is in Europe for
the purpose of securing recreation. Is
there to be a Recreation Trust?
The Kennebec

Republicans

in favor of Ham—for sheriff.

decided

ho

or

store.

Not

Cured

•.•

■.

11'

.■•

l»ia<*U marls*
;ih. |,.
-i.-.t: mm a.

i,

.•

\\

/

i

or

throe bla<h->.

■_•*»

T

UA< 1 M

thing*. Out real tools, many of
high grade stool goods.
•_>40 Tags.
sTi:r-i. \i>di:k chaik.
HAM. STAND.
Best seieeted Oak. *i ft.
with U x 20 Mirror. Metal

drip.

7

in. high. 20 in wide
imOrelia rack and
*oo Tags.

NORTHPORT NEWS.
(». A. Dickey lias shingled his house and
made other needed improvements.
Dr. Benj. Colson of Bangor made a Hying
visit to his pretty cottage, Monday, and will
move his family here duly 1st.

Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Lathrop arrived
at Temple Heights dune ;;d for the season
also Mr. Charles N. Hollis of Cambridge-

The action of the insurance companies in
refusing to insure cottages, not having a
brick chimney, except at a very high rate,
has induced many of the cottage owners to
have brick chimneys built, thus a seeming
hard rule will work a lasting benefit to the

plac

j

land,

I .'"

Hill cV Haney have the store and postoftiee ope'i and report that business starts
well in comparison with former years.
Charles <». l> ckey will act as agent for
the steamei M. and M. as last tear, and do

general truck'ng business on the grounds.
< diaries C. Coombs of Belfast, and friends,
have rented the Woodbury cottage on Bay
street and w ill occupy it during the sum-

a

mer

The “Woodchuck*" cottage, a short distance below the Camp Ground was broken
into during the winter, and a hammock,
rubber boots and other articles taken.
Rev. s. II. Beale of Camden spent a few
days here the past week, and has gone to
Augusta for a brief visit. He is one of the
oldest ministers in the East Maine Conference and although lie retired some years
ago takes a great interest in the exercises
and is a familiar figure on the grounds during the annual campmeetings.

signature is

Laxative

on

every box of the

Bromo=Quinine
cold in

the remedy that

cures

E. M. C. S.

e.

n

genuine

Tablets
one

dav

OUOl NO.

Bueksport.

The Ida Bowler prize, for special examination in Moral Science, was awarded to
Herbert L. Abbott. The Latin Scholarship
The
prize was received by Sue L. 11 inks.
President’s prize given for the highest general average for the senior year was awarded to Sue L. Hinks. The Elocution prize
was won by Emma Webb.
Mr. Ralph Kendall is still confined to his
room.
He made a heroic effort to deliver
his essay at commencement, but fainted
on the stage.
It is hoped that he will be
able to return to his home in Orrington
within a fewr days.

Tag-.

Waldo I-odge of (hid Fellow.- will decothe graves of deceased iiiemhers and
hold memorial services June •_’Jd.

ESTABLISHh'l) IN

is;

rate

capital stock,

It is earnestly requested that every n.ember of Tarratine Tribe of lied Men of tins
be

present

on

Sunday morning

at

»

Church, where a
liedmansbip, will

sermon,

appropriate

$lso,ooi;

SURPLUS,

33,000
DEPOSITS

a*

tle hall on I’honix liow, at ten o’clock for
the purpose of attending t In- memorial service to be held in the Methodist F.pisropal

3a fe

Deposit

$5.00. $6.50

to

B
and

so

f.»r Rent

xes

<)()

a

>

ear

Our

given by the pastor, t N KM
I
i;f
in
y
Kev. d. F. Fdgett.
1'he committee in
burglary in tin* eonim y.
charge of the service*, Melville C. Mill,
Those renting boxes e.au ii.i.
Charles l’erkins and ‘arm .1. Mieke\ will
privilege .>f taking then !>.>v....
visit drove cemetei \ and the cemetery at bank.
Krooks. where the grave* .if the departed
brethren will be decorated. Fverj lied 1
Mail is requested to assist u observing om
b<*

first public memorial
the brothers dead.

sei

vice

and to do honor

CONNECTICUT PA

<

to

ami I’AI’KI: HAMiKH.

FOR

Violet
AMMONIA

furnishinii papci and i'!

Paintinii

at lowest on.-.
t
tirst-class p*!*. Address
A. IJI.OOVl. IS I i |vrf
Drop a postal card ami 1 will

for

a

1 wish

S
>•

1

to

address
>1KS

City Drug Store,

o

sell my house ~ir
< h tries street
Kor pa

25c.

A

(

V\

Gentlemen

t

t

!

KEEP VOl P Cl Ol
LOOKINO NEW.

Belfast National Bank,

tmopouuh

Cleansing. Repairing an-

MAIN sTKFFT.

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE.

will work wonders for yo

1 ine Custom

ONE

WEEK

<

WO FOR 75.

1

on or

Opp.

1! \

u

$2 25,

House for Sale

For Tull.FT and 15ATII. Once used
always used. A large bottle for

Tie Friel-Grlu Steel Co.

Tailoring

taction guaranteed

"V8BSR* JUNE 16.'

F. O. 5PINN1

i

Main Street, opposite Nati
Telephone eonnertio;

Introducing Mil. I.AWKKNCK lUMiOKK
and a company of unequaled excellence.
Come

Monday night and

see

the Great

I’lay

••^1 FRIENDLY ENEMY
LIST OF PLAYS:

night Alone in the World.
Wednesday night Monte Christo.
Thursday night—A Hidden Crime.
Friday night—Once Cpon a Time.
Saturday night—A Girl from the North.

Tuesday

FOli SALK OK TO LK1 AT N
Maine. Furnished cottage of mn
land, overlooking Penobscot Ha>
,IOHN A. K
boating, ete.
lTtf
103 Summer Ave, K*

•-

WHO is the most popular young lady
in town? Come Monday night and see.

gold watch and chain given to the
REMEMBER!

“Kills all

Tatis

Pei

Th»» regular meeting of Flio-nix I.od._e of
Masons will be held next Monday evening

Prizes.

Last March tlie Bueksport seminary offered a prize of $10,00 l’or the best essay on
Hr. Luce is at the Lothrop cottage.
the subject, “How the Kpworth League
Mrs. Flood has opened her cottage.
Can|Promote the Interests of the Seminary.”
Dexter
has his cottage No restrictions were
II. A. Blethen of
placed upon the comopen.
petition, except that papers were to be
The Bangor chapel is occupied by several handed in on or before May 1st.
The
families.
judges appointed were Rev. William ForMrs. Temple ami son of Bangor are at sythe, Hon. Parker Spofford and Rev. F. L.
Hayward, all of Bueksport. The decision
their cottage.
was announced at commencement.
Miss
Mrs. Ross arrived last week and opened
Nettie L. Haney, president of the Kpworth
the Waquoit.
League at Grace Church, Bangor, wrote
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ayer of Bangor are the
prize paper. Miss Haney is a graduate
at the Maplewood.
of the seminary and is a staunch friend of
are
Mrs. Gower and daughter
at their the school.
Her essay will be printed in
cottage on Park Bow
the Ariel to be issued within a few days
\V. J. Price and family have their cottage and will be found to be a very interesting
article. Those who are not regular suband fruit stand open.
scribers to the Ariel may have this number
The Boston steamers will begin making
by sending a postal card to K. A. Cooper,
21th.
.June
here
landings
SOUTH POUT CAMP

N AC I I T

n.

Secret Societies.

city

months.

Mrs. A. M. Paul of Belfast is occupying
the Gray cottage on Merrithew Square and
will remain here for the season. She spent
the. winter in the South.

This

Ji>

Tags.

must jo

VI.C11A M' A
1*1 I ASI KI! \ ,\(m
\N it 11 screw propeller. !>.\.> fu nuHs. uiovai.
'lor ami o.-mop;,. H.
.,ici. n

I’.I.r K II11.1. HO\ K 1 1 \i
Will My in all kindwoatlKM -lioit ot a uah‘.

A full sized chair when closwin n
ed.
Four "teps high
opened, and firm a> a rock.

long,

;

In”h, |i:tint«ui •: .•..i..•
-old. aluminum tiniMi. |r*un*-v He >!.•••! i,,.
plot e uitil ti.il set of sails.
1-0 Tags.

furrow with the strongest manure you have
and cover it well. Then sow the seed in
I drills, thin out the plants some dull day in
\Y. S. Roberts and ?>. F. Patterson went July and you will gather a hundred bushels
to Yinalhaven last week in yacht Anita to of turnips from a small piece of land in the
; fall.
get new sails, boom ami gaff.
Nothing is better for colts and horses
F. L. Macomber has c mipleted this sea- that are idle during the winter and nothing
I is more cheaply raised.
son four naphtha launches, nine row boats
and one large yawl, and has three other
The South Carolina Minstrels of this
launches now in the shop, besides a number ! town have begun their travels.
Their
of orders on hand for boats and launches to manager, Ezra E. Carpenter, announces
t hat they will make a tour of the world to
be finished as soon as possible.
John Peirce of New York has bought the be absent some two years. As a prelimiN. T. Swan and family of Bangor have
steam yacht Sapphire. The yacht was de- nary venture they gave an entertainment at
Jackson Corner last Friday evening. The
their cottage on Park Row.
signed by Burgess and was built in Bath hall was crowded and they were cordially I opened
Mrs. J. W. Emery has opened her cottage
in 1888. She is 137 feet over all; 119 on the received by their Jackson friends. The I
program was practically the same as was j for the season, and has rooms to let.
water line, 19.V feet beam; 9^ feet draft.
given at the Brooks’ Good Templar lodge.
She has triple-expansion engines.
Mr.
Mrs. H. G. Stubbs of Bangor is at her
Among the valuable additions to the comPeirce will use her in New York and pany were G. A. Morrill, tenor, and L. W. cottage on < >ak street for the season.
Emmons, basso. Charles Roberts has learned
Eastern waters during the season.
The town voted at the annual meeting to
to handle the bones quite
skillfully. Among
The June Rudder, which brings into port the ladies we notice the addition of Linda expend $200 on the Gamp Ground streets.
each month a full cargo of good things, Chase and Linnie Batchelder.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Winchenbach of Morcontains an illustrated article on “A Searill have opened the Columbia for the seaA Belfast Woman Asks
son’s Racing at Islesboro, Maine.” It tells
son.
of the contests of the Dark Harbor knock- “Have you a floor paint that will last two
A. C. Currier of Morrill has opened the
abouts in the season of 1891. Peterkin weeks?’’ Yes we have Devoe’s; it has a
beautiful gloss and will wear two years If cottage he built last season and the family
was the winner of the series of races, with
properly applied. J. W. Jones.
will soon occupy it.
Opitsah second, and Raider third. Most of
these knockabouts raced here during Old
The trustees examined the sewer system
Home Week in 1900-01, and were the great HALLUALE.
last week to learn what repairs are needed
feature of the regattas. Their owners are
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Howard arrived before the busy season opens.
true sportsmen, and the skillful manner in
which they handled their boats won the ad- home from Evanston, 111., last Saturday
Mrs. S. C. Snow and Mrs. M. Carlyle of
miration of all who saw them. The illuswhere Mr. Howard has been attending
trations are “Jockeying for a Start,”
are at the Hampden cottage in
Hampden
“Peterkin,” “Opitsah,” “Day Dream II.,” school the past two years. He will preach Society Row for the summer.
and a fleet of yachts under sail. The Rud- in the church here next Sunday morning.
der this month has some designs for cruis- _Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lamb of
Mrs. F. L. Harlow of Brewer has arrived
Troy were
ing yachts, and notes the grow ing use of the
Her sister, Mrs. E. H.
for the season.
Mrs.
McFarof
Mr.
and
Zadoc
guests
auxiliary power, with a tendency toward
Bolton of New York, is with her.
last week.
steam rather than

sailing yachts.

tv...

II.ulily

1' in.

j

department
by local applications, as tlmy cannot reach Brooks.
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
Huberts & Sous have been for two or
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by constitutional remedies. Deafness is three years doing quite a business in the
caused by an inflamed condition of the manufacture
of various small articles from
mucous lining of the Fustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a wood for which they have a standing conrumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and tract. They use quite a quantity of bass
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the and sometimes
find it difficult to obtain
result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its enough ol it properly seasoned for their
normal condition, hearing will be destroy- purpose. The work is done by machinery
ed forever: nine cases out of ten are caused
except putting the article together,
by catarih, which is nothing but an inflamA crop that is neglected
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
by too many
j
We will give One Hundred Dollars for farmers is the ruta
baga turnip. It can be
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) sowed
from now to the 2r>th of June and
that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
j stand a better chance of a crop then if
F. .!. ('hkxkv A: Co., Toledo, O.
j planted earlier. Turn over a piece of fresh
^^“Sold by Druggists, 7."*c.
soil land, harrow well, furrow deep, till the
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
4w_M
Yachts and Boats.

!,()< K

<

|'i;iys

Tag-.

play-

B. 1‘ayson has bought the Almon S.
Forbes farm and will try his hand at tannport.
ing. It is not yet certain whether Mr.
d. S. Holt and wife, win* have spent many
Forbes will come to Brooks this summer or
summers at the Cove, arrived Saturday for
remain with his daughter Cora at Water-j
the season and are taking their meals at E.
bury, Connecticut.
B. El well’s.
A temperance play is being rehearsed
Mrs. E. S. Batcheider, Miss Georgie
for the Good Templar lodge. The> will Batchelder and Chas. d
Wedemeyer have
have it next Saturday evening if they can arrived at their summer
home, “Idle Honrs,”
get ready. Last Saturday evening in spite for the season.
of the rain eight gallons of ice cream were
Mr. Ed. Thurlough of Rockland lias had
taken care of, which was a highly interesthis stable moved to the back of his lot, and
ing program for the young folks.
the grounds, making a very great
The South Carolina Minstrels are to give graded
an entertainment at
the G. A. R. hall in improvement.
William Thomas is building a waiting
Brooks tomorrow (Friday) night.
They
will also play in Monroe Monday evening, room on the wharf at the Heights; a great
June listli.
The money obtained is to be convenience to persons who wish to take
used as a fund for a lire
for the steamer M. and M.

>

V,

v-«*|t >

Hanhvtw
frame,Kideand t"i- <>f tin. ’\ woven
ree«l. decorated hack,

them

A

1

nique.

For home

Company F. of the 4th Maine Regt. V olks,
to have
then annual meeting here'
Tuesday, dune 17th. It is said that an interesting program will be presented in the
evening and the public is invited to attend.
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UTILITY OUTFIT OF TOOLS.

are

j

Cannot

III

FINK .JACK KN I FI

Daniel F. Gould, who lived here a short
time in his ioghouse, has been visiting
triends in Brocks and Waldo. He was a
brother < f the late Isaiah Gould of this
tow n and of Hannah Hussey of Waldo.

and'

Deafness

MUSH At.
A

4'M>

Either two

Last Tuesday evening the grange treated
itself to ice cream, cake and coffee after
which the\ listened to a talk by M..L Dow
upon tlie topic What and when to plant."

j

'11
captain ot tin N irwegian steamei I) nald from Bancs says that he saw
th ating island in tiie Caribbean Sea.
mi
Tic i.sands ol
keys were seen
v'sii pemig about the shore bombarding he -hip u itn cucnamits. The next
day after sighting this island he saw
*: "tl er with a beautiful covey of par's
The captain believes that the
s.aads boated from the larger islands
a
icci'imt of tlie eruption in Marti-

pon<;

83 iftain St.

l;k.i:i> i;o( k kk.

FINE MAGIC LANTERN.
Height i*;.V in., platform
4 x
in.
Twcivi! in.
140 Tags.
slidifs.

Elmer Thompson has entered into
an engagement to travel with the smith
family of glass blowers, who spent one
v.eek here and were very much liked.

j

igs:

Tags

1*1 M;

Clothiers, Tailors, Outfitters.

Mr.

■

mm'

BROS.

Tlie genuine Ping Pang game. All the ra-.
Knglaml, ami rupulU a-•• .lining The great gam
this century.
jimj Tag'

BELFAST. IVIAJNF,

There is money in lambs this year. Wendell Reynolds has sold 1_’ of this season':
Edwin (J. Lander of
raising for suo.
Thorndike has sold eight for
A

interests of his district, as
Mr. Sawyer.
h moiistiated by t: e appropriations se-, Valedictory, “li.tluence of Ktivironment,"
Beulah M. Sylvester, Pastille.
1
ui-d lor ]• 1111!i liuildings and improveSinging the Class < >de.
d tlie extension of the rural ( onferring the Diplomas.
; tu ■And at all times Benediction.
iv.' delivery seivice.
At a meeting of tlie trustees Albert F. 1
to
l.t-en ready
serve, to the best
Richardson was re-elected principal, and j
iii;\ and the extent of his ina
all the assistant teachers were re-elected.
I
‘nee. the interests of individual conFollo wing are the names of the graduates :
It wili be readily conceded Advanced class— Edwin s. Conner, Castine
st :•!neii's.
course—Ivan 11. Rates, Enfield,
tl. it tlv honor of a renomination by regular I.
Rickford, I'ixmunt: Hattie F.
Ruby
bis
due.
uas
n
moot on
Elack, Rrooksviile; Alice R. Klake, erring- j
justly
A. Kri igham, ( < lutniea Fannie j
Man
ton;
Iirt iand. dune 11th. tl.e State He- R. <
0
alderwood, Vimul.aveii. Stephen \\
d
<
to
ohn
ion
Hon.
convent
cu
ash, Talmadge Sophia 11. Cotfin. Ash and :
gave
Ilia 1. Coombs. Islesboro: Ftlie R. Cook,
I Augusta the renoinination
h n
Castine; Esther F. Farniiam, < eland; Minfi,: (ho ernor to which he was alike en-1 nie E Feinald. Lincolnville; .Iosif M.Gray, i
Surry; Man A Harmon, Castine; Lama
tit', i
y party usage and good
K. Haskell. !'eei l>le: Amelia I>. Herrick,
1
service in the past two years. < harleston; Edna M. Hottses, Cusliing:
;u ; o.
Edith M. Hutchings, Penobscot; Ruth G.
<!ov.
Kennebec
ati
r
lor
a
A'
county
Kimball, Hermon: Rula R. Leach. l’enob- j
.d demonstiated hisoilicialcapac- scot; Augusta c.
Hi',
Leighton, Harrington;!
K. I.eith Tremont: Susie E. Lewis.
l m
i.i, the pi on iise of his service there ] Man
Caribou;
Lucien 11. Lord, Rurlington;
the
in
fulfilled
.io
more than
Edita R. Lufkin, Rrookiin; Chester A.
o:
n- iuei.u.s and
responsible position Maddoeks, Ellsworth; Lulu M. Matthews,
(-1
executive of the good old Warren: Agnes M. McFarland, Rrookiin:
Joseph C. Morin, Fort Kent; Grace M. PayTm --tate. lie is young, popular, ton, Warren ; Ethel Si. Peabody, Milbridge;
B
—,ve, and in all respects a model Amy s. Perkins. Castine; Harriet M. Peasj!e\, lonesport; Edna il. Polleys, Raring.,
i, o.i
mo. anil the action of the Portj Sadie F. Poole, Rristol ; Cora F. Rand,
viivention will ire latitiedby the Stetson ; Annie E. Rhodes, Northport: Relva
L. Sellers, Penobscot; Mabelle C. Shaw,
at ti e polls in September next.
p.
Caribou; Clarence R. Simmons, Appleton;
Frances M. Stevens, Relfast; Elsie T.
stover. Castine; Idella M. Stubbs, Hampserpent yarn lias got to be a den: Charles IL Swan, Princeton: Reulah
M. Sylvester, Castine: Georgia P. Wardhut
sea
farers
1
vi
chestnut,
mouldy
well, Rrookline, Mass.: Ressie M. Weykeep right mi "seeing things’": and in mouth, Troy; Mabel R. Wilson, Castine;
tin pi lowing dispatch Irom New York I Mary K. Wood, Orrington.
the monkeys and parrots have their
...

PARNtN

^

Ezra K. < an.enter has got the John H.
(Jordon stable moved t<> bis lot and placed
upon the foundation. Edw in .lei.kins took
charge of the job.

Bourgeois

|

Tag>

Hollis Tibbetts is raising and repairing
his barn. Edwin Jenkins of Monroe has
charge of the work.

■

Hit

100

The New Store,

Wallace O'Brien, "'ho is with (apt.
Bennett on the steamer Florence, spent
Sunday in Brook.-

j

is well

|

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.

Mrs. Susan Holbrook and Mrs. A. E. How
visited the Frank Holbrook* homestead in
Knox last Sunday.

l.ai

..

Cold Flated Wateh.

Mrs. S. i\ Judkins of Livermore Falls is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. N. R. (.ook of
this place.

Phaminade
Solo, “Summer.”
Madame Brooks.
e.igiessman is ton well Known to
Josie M Gray Surry
Ili.-tory,
;.
more than a passing reference. ;
Gounod
Solo, “Ave Maria,”
Madame Brooks.
-ms honored every public position
II
M1. Saw y er.
(Obligato
by
w!, ■■!. he has i eon called, ami faithFssay, “Nineteen! h ( entury Teachin
11. \
Sophia 11. •• oitin, Ashland.
p.-rt'oi med every dutv entrusted I
Kssay,
has
career
His Congressional
io lili.i.
“Tlie Winged Victory of samothrace,”
j
1
mukeil by mcrmising influence;
'i-i.
i-lthel M. Peabody, Milbridge.
lie lias looked well to t Violoncello S' do, “La Writable Manola,”
.n il :i'.-'fulness,
,i

so

Mis> Nettie Blow n went to Kairbeld Mon-1
(lay for a week's visit to friends.

aj

.;V

■■

A reliable time

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

succeed himself, and in salutatory,
•‘Practical and Liberal 1 dueation."
; i.i-xt :.e \vill he elected for
Stephen W. Pash, Taimadg*-.
Mi. Burleigh's oiiichti : Lssay, “Victory through Labor,"
or.ii.
Lsther P Farnham, < irland.
d Agent. >tate Treasurer I

j,;.

Stem Wind and Stem Set.

keener.

The bp«t >f ail medii iues for all humors.

livening

GM»t

t^=-3S=£JPING-PONG
C*.*

Beginning June 1, we shall give with
every CASH SALK of '-’-V. one green, metal
rim tag on all our ready made clothing and
furnishings, Custom clothing to order, no
tags given on). On large sales we give one
large tag with each dollar for our convent
dice.
In counting for presents, count one
large tag etpial to four. 11 we should negle-t
to give you the tags ask lot them, you are
entitled to them.
The giving of these presents are to he outadvertising expenses this year to teach tl e
people what a good store we are runtung,
what values we are giving. This premium
offer expires December di, mug.

WATCH.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

.t

s.

FINE NICKEL

It may then pr »di:«o irregularity of the
stomach and b'-wls. dyspepsia, catarrh,
t ;m’ u- y
to
marked
and
eousuniption
before man if* ding itseif in much cutaneous
glandular
swelling.
or
eruption
It is best to be sum th .t you are quite
free from it, and for it: complete eradication you can rely on

lotli. the Third District exercises:

11111;i

~

'■V

SAVE YOUR TAGS.

Exercises at Castine.

no

••

—

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH OF AUGUSTA.

p,

a

go Tags
Boys,
"MINIATURE PRINTING OUTFIT.
alphabets, g sets of figures, 8 line hokbu,
go Tag^
inking pad, and tweezers

40<.

..

entitled to one dele,tini town will
vei y forty
idd t na 1 -legate foi
11 Kt-publi -ai t-andid.ate for (lovjuoo. and one additional delegate for
t-*s n excess ot the last
;v.• oi moi'o
,.al delegate for each
oi,r ad..
..-"S, in,
ua! i•as
twenty :U«- votes and les> than
t]•,- l.-opnidiean candidate for (dn-nnor
CjMin lus basis the following allotment

>-

PRINTING OUTFIT.
For

Guitar .400
Mandolin
400
Telescope .350
Game ot Crooktnole.120
Tooth Brush, Sterling Silver handle
40
Embroidery Scissors, Sterling Silver. 00
Real Ebony Hair Brush
.80
Gold Plated Link Cuff Buttons.20
Silk Fob Chain. 20
Collar Button Set .20

Saturday, Auyunt 2, 1902,

I-.

800

years.

years .goo
Clover Harmonophone
40
Violin.
400

o’clock M the forenoon. t<* nominate
!■aniif-'.atcs foi Sciiatoi. >lim iff. Clerk of Courts,
«'inliit\ Attorney County Treasurer. Uegistei of
lVoiN and County Commissioner Also to choose
ninntt'ce and tiaii'act any other busip,
,.i
w 11■ i! -nay properly «<>me before said con-

v.

Tags

Elgin gold filled men’s watch, warranted 5

vo

p

;,i

Tags.

Safety Ritle.40u
Elgin gold filled Ladies’ watch, warranted

Republican County Convention.
CUUEI

200

120
Safety Razor..
S B. Breech loading shot gun .Too

HILL.

5

(in

leather, complete

PREMIUMS.

night.

Bugs.’’

Any lady

same.

Monday night is Ladies’

reserved
seat at Mixer’s for 15c.
can secure a

FOR RENT
A

large, sunny

at 11

room, with

u

(aentlemen preferred

room,

Congress

street.

We

The appearance of squash and cucumber
bugs and the threatened destruction of the
crops render necessary the use of an agent
which will surely destroy without injury to
the plants. Hug Death does all this ami by
its use the potatoes, cucumbers, squashes
and small fruits will mature to perfection
and be free from pests. More than this it
feeds the plant. Try it this year.

carry our own special scenery, good singgood dancers, good plays, illustrated songs
and a good company.
ers

FOR SALE.
A double-reed Mason & Hamlin large size parlor
Organ with sub bass; In line condition. Apply to
DK. F. S. EVELETH.
3w24
Searsport, Me.

NOTICE.
Whereas my wife. Carrie M Mai
bed ami board without anv jumy
I hereby forbid any one harboring
ing her with any support on my
shall pay no bills after this date •>;
>

ing.

Dated
3w23

Liberty, Me.. May 31. 190.
CHARLES

'1'

|

rttE NEWS OF BELFAST.
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W. t’. T. 1'. will meet
Heberts. ,1 line 18th.

d'

the

is putting a new gravel
'■ Id Fellows’
block.

will

In

High Street,

early

in

high praise

it has re-

other

no

—

iii.

been granted as follows :
West, Searsport, >17; Patrick

have

and stomach tonic,

pale,

Shi.

nervous,

beneficial to

all

dyspeptic people.

Mr. rims. Dinwoodie. Hast Lexington,
Mass., writes that his daughter was pale
and had spells of not wanting to move
m
•
about and of

has opened a store for sectare in the Thompson buildeh street.

HPrhTtrnn
Uil
CZfJLLi

A

Baracrat paid Sbo in
ugh tin* custom house last
"l> imported from Turkey.
'inias

-“7*

not
°arin^
whether
she

ateanythingor

not. Then she began taking
Pept-iron and
it gave her color, animation and a good

appetite.
It leaves no inky or metallic flavor in
the mouth, is agreeable to the taste,
does not injure the teeth nor cause

that lie has received a
his daughter Hattie, who is at
n \
shop in Boston. She says
been m Thomaston.
states

«s

from a very

Miss Alice Blanchard,
Portland ; treasurer, Mrs. E. H. Sargent,
Portland; executive board, the above officers and Mrs. Alfred Woodman, Portland,
Representatives of different tire alarm Mrs. Ara Cushman, Auburn, and Rev.
companies were in Belfast the past week Hannah ,1. Powell, North day.
and gave the committee estimates for a
six
An interesting children's day concert was
hox system. It is not yet decided
which given at the North Church Sunday evening
system w ill he adopted.
by the Sunday school. The subject was
WiNTKKPOitT's Valiation. The assess- “Song and Service" and tlm program as folors of Winterport have completed their
lows :
returns and assessments and find a total val- Organ voluntary,
Mr. R, R. Knowles
uation of $527,080 and make a tax rate of 10 Hymn, O Worship the King,
and congregation
school
mills.
There is more live stock, with
Responsive reading, Psalm 100.
about the same real estate. There are 475 Anthem,
Choir
Rinwood Jones
poll taxes; Ini dogs: 518 horses and colts: Recitation,
11 \ mil, Thy Word is like a garden, Ror I,
1172 cows and young stock, 814 sheep, 211
School
sw ine.
There is $10,875 in money at interPastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills
Prayer,
est, taxed, ami $22,800 as stock in trade. Hymn, Thy World is Sweet with Prayer,
School
Total amount committed to the collector
Isabel Smalley
11. 1. Pole, $11,488,57, who is to collect same Recitation,
Alice Parker
Recitation,
School
by vote of townjin one year.
Hymn, Scatter Sunshine,
Which loved tier best,
Recitation,
New Aiivektisements.
It is hardly
Alice
Harold Jones,
Parker,
Hazel MoTaggart.
necessary to call attention to the advt. this
Primary class
week of Harry \V. Clark & Co., clothiers, Exercise, “Growing,"
The Sweet June Days,
tailors and out-fitters, 88 Main street. It Solo,
Miss Alice Heath
speaks for itself with striking illustra- Recitation, Nature's Songsters,
E. Brown’s class
M.
Mrs.
tions of premiums offered in a cash sale,
Motion Song,
Primary class
and you will notice that Ping Pong is
Hymn, With Happy Voices Singing, School
“in it"
Fred A. Johnson’s advt. this Recitation,
day,
Helping every
Marion Parker
week relates to a squeeze in prices. He
has new, original and exclusive summer Exercise, Six members of the primary class
Miss IR E. Hihvorth
Solo,
stylesat Masonic Temple, High street
Missionary Exercise,
Fur found. Apply at this office.Edgar
Superintendent and school
Scripture
exercise, Before the offering,
F. Hanson has an advt. in this issue in reRinwood Jones, Clifton Staples,
gard to a tenement for his family_Read
Willie Punton, Freeman Roberts.
the notice id' Belgian hare meat in the advt. Offering (for the missionary work of the
Congregational Sunday school and
Letter to F. VV. Pole,
Publishing Society,
Rev. Geo. S. Mills
Address,
H'/fast, Maine.
Pastor
Presentation of Bibles,
Dear Sir: l’aint is one of the things that
On
Our
School
Hymn,
Way Rejoicing,
Railroad Companies know all about. Do
Pastor 1
Benediction,
\ou know what
“all about” means.' It
Bibles were presented to the following
means, in paint, where to get it.
We sell the paint for two-thirds of the
baptized children: Tommy Bowker, Alice
ears and stations and bridges and everyParker and Marion Picker.
thing else, that railroad men want to keep
good-looking and sound, all over the coiintr\.
Wedding Bells.
\ man who wants a gallon or two <»f
pa>nt knows nothing about it: buys whatA very pretty home
P1.1KCK Tayt.ok.
ever is
handy, or gets some painter to
“make” it.
wedding oeeiirred Wednesday evening,
A Pailroad Company asks its chemist;
June -Jth, at the residence of Mrs. Annie M.
“w hirh is the best
The cheapest thing, to preserve or beau 1 Taylor, when her (laughter, Kate Laura,
t if \ an} thing with, is paint.
So the whole was united in marriage to Warren 1>. Peirce
world is painted: except, of course, the of Fairlield, Me. The couple stood under
id
it
owned
part
by poor slow folks.
an arch of white which was trimmed with
And tin* paint they use is people's intelligent-.--meter; or ignorance-meter: tells how i ferns and Howers, w ith a background of the
milch or how little they know.
same.
Tin* bride was attired in a dainty
Dead and oil has had its day. Devoe lead dress of w hite silk
muslin, the groom wearand zinc is the paint, because it wears twice
j ing the conventional black. The ring cereas long.
Yours ti illy,
mony was pei fiii ii ed in a pleasing manner
F. W. Divorced.
by le v. (T K. Fdgett. Pefreshments were
P. s. .). W. Jones sells our paint.
afterwards served. Tin* out of town

constipation.

Peptiron is make in two forms: In a liquid—
aromatic cordial elixir-at $1 per bottle,
also in chocolate-coated pills at 50c. or $1 per
box. By C. I H()()l) (’()., proprietors Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Lowell. Mass.. lT. S. A.

has received for use on his
a new set of wheels which he
e city of
Lewiston.
They had
■u a >t«*am tire
engine.
:«n

R. H.
Belfast.

Moody, Selling Agent

Leslie Bobbins had a wrist quite badl>
in Cilchrest’s slop vard Monday.

the owner of
!‘r"y,
i>i colt b\ Ha;moon by 11 aiLadx Bird, by Karl \ Bird '-’.in.
>od ba\ w ith black points
;:m* limbed, well-built colt,
t
I la* dam, Ladx Bird, is
Turf, Fanil A’Home.
i>

Hast

Advertised list of letters in the Belfast
Winkport ollice, dune loth: Miss Ella
worth. Mr. Alvin 1'. Stevens.
The Foster Estabrooks Co. is putting out
dozen garments per week and the business is steadily increasing.
pjoo

«-f A. M. Car
down ami tile
\ pa: t of the land is used
!'’.
foi
stacking lumber,
i
ha> made pimp* sals
1a "d :ng a tank stm «-l,< ms,.
j'

Hi*-

:ii

been

*-

rear

Memorial services will be held at Silver
Harvest Crange Hall, Sunday, dune nth,
Miss Nellie Thompson will
at '<■ dock.

tun)

>

del.ver tin* address.
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I've
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than
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j
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111 i\

in

till

str*'>

d

live'-

I
>*cl1
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Liberty.

expects to re:
*u
\rthur
p and his
a;
,'i "i the schooner .1. \
^c!i Sarah L I ‘avis was in
ais-iax. from stoniugton for
ih gi anil•-. Mi s. 1 ’atter’shall,
\x ir**, ji ined th*- vessel here.
.\
years of patient waiting
'•;
tlu- people of .stoniugton,

shall

'•

u*-a'iir\

department

has

ap-

(•p ng

nn arrival at Bo-ton
Thursda\ morning tlie
liter 'ii'Hiarg'iig lier pa♦ ._mt. was taken
in tow b\
tow•*• i a<*io,-s the harbor to
win-',- she
received r**made nece.-sar\ b> being
week b\ tie* .-teanier Nana-t

::

■

at

the home of Miss Colburn.

All

are

J

what you have gained.

Se:ul for a free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. and
druggists.

Special Styles,

]

fi.oojall

Special Measurements.

GET WISE!

Special Prices.
We have made arrangements with one ot the
largest
skirt houses in New England for custom made skirts.
1 hey not on.y make skirts but manufacture tie cloth'as
well, thus saving one profit, and this e. ables one to
get
material for jacket if they desire.

t

Skirts delivered

A

I’hilluook will go to II ay ford's school house
hold a gospel meeting and make arrangement.'. for a Sunday school.
Young people
from the Baptist Church will go to Hall's
( orner and East Belfast.

Squeeze

PRICES SAME AS FACTORY PRICES.

in
Prices.

a®“Don't

.

!

Mid!
OF WOMEN

meet 1 tig at

•:;«>.

A BOON TO STOUT PEOPLE.

SHIRTWAISTS,—Every
Yourst,„iv.

CARLE & JONES.

Next Door to Our

Crockery Store.

Main St.

we can

money, and
most widely

Line
GO-CARTS.
REFRIGERATORS.
IRON BEDS.

just now we sue showing the!
assorted lines in the

SPENCER

CHAMBER SLITS
FANCY ROCKERS
OF
DINING ROOM SE IS.

BUY

»*veiy instance easily worth onc-tIr.r<i
than wo ask. 1 his others \ou a «!**■
ci>iveaml gratify in*; opportunity to inspect
the very latest ami best of this season's

Nearly

And

goods bought

they’re Money Savers,!

I

—

&

WILSON.

and Hands with

Millions

of

Women

Cuticura

use

Soap, assisted by Cuticura Ointment,
for beautifying the skin, for cleansing the
scalp, and the stopping of falling hair, for
softening, whitening, and soothing red,
rough, and sore hands, for baby rashes,
itchings, and irritations, and for all the
purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery.

Millions of women use Cuticura Soap in
baths for annoying irritations, inflammations, aud excoriations, or too free or offensive prespiration, in washes for ulcerative
weaknesses, and for many sanative, antiseptic purposes, which readily suggest
themselves to women, especially mothers.

one

at

Floor Space filled

of

acre
a

price

with

to meet any kind of

competition.

of them.

w is11 to see mem.

ou

can't go wrong if you
come here.
You’ll get
style, quality, ami the

[

[\e w,

Original,
Exclvsive

LOWEST

Summer

PRICES.

Stx les.

CLOSING OUT.

!

W e want you to remember that it’s to your
interest to see what we are offering before !
doing your shopping elsewhere. If you’re a
judge of quality then you’ll know our prices
are

Which I

FRED A. JOHNSON,!
Masonic Temple, High Street.

I am

going

only

one

out of the

*

bicycle business and lave

offering

to;

^

Bicycle

f*

Also lot of

SUNDRIES, BELLS, TOE-CURS, CYCLOMETERS,

|
i

am

*

wheel left.

A $40 Ladies’ Pierce

right.

Complete Treatment for Humours, $1.

Consisting of Cuticura Soap (-'Sc.),to cleanse
the skin of crusts and scales, and soften the
thickened cuticle, Cu ncuKA < >intmknt(50o.),
to instantly allay itching, inflammation, and
irritation, and soothe and heal, and Cuticura
Resolvent Pills (25c.), to cool and cleanse
the blood.
Pills
Cuticura Resolvent
{Chocolate
Coated) are a new, tasteless, odorless, economical
substitute for the celebrated liquid Cuticura
Resolvent, as well as for all other blood purifiers and humour curas. 60 doses, 25c.
BritiBh Depot: 27-28,
Sold throughout the world.
Charterhouse Sq., London. Potteb Dbug amd Cham.
Jobf., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.

2

Some of the most exclusive styles and patterns that will be much
wanted are marked so low they will go
quick. You’ll have to be prompt if you
every

Preserve, Purify, and Beautify
the Skin, Scalp, Hair,

I

goods,

i
I

|

Style and Price.

hi

free,

found and the natter was settled without
I he < entral Parish s>
:«t\ of Y armouth
1 wo bicycles were
coming into tlie courts.
is making active preparations to entertain
1 .rod
!♦*Ttant
I
,:.ite
mp
also stolen from a school house where an
the Maine conference of I'nitariaiis which
br!-- the-e were :n piogre.-.- the
entertainment was being given one evening
will meet at Yarmouth June 17th, l-th and
ioli- -ot na- run in her place on
| recently. The matter was reported to the loth.
1 he conference session will open
lie- Cenobscot arrived Kriday
police but the thieves or much ines were not Tuesday
evening, June 17th, at wh.ch
lmr first trip.The time-table
found.
time the conference sermon will be preachs'ilvnr star of the Belfast, J
The Fi K'!-(ii iilin Stock Company, who ed probabl} by Kev. Seth C. Beach, formerBiooksi ii*- route will change
1
w ben the
Belfast 1\ of Bangor, now of Cambridge, Mass.
-teanier w ill make
opens ;t week’s engagement at
session
will
conclude
the route each week da\ and opera House Monday evening comes to The conference
special trip from Belfast to this city most excellently recommended by Thursda\ morning. A devotional session
a« li
Sundax, connecting w ith the press and public of Bath and Kockland, will be led b\ Kev. Harry Lutz of Belfast.
and managers Bray A Maxlield guarantee
arriving here from Boston.
The services at the Lniversalist Church
I
arrangement.-of the boats of the attraction one that will meet the appro- ! next Sunday will be as follows: 10.45, regubation of the amusement going public. The lar
iid A- Yinalhaven steamboat Co.
service, preaching by the pastor, Kev.
effect .Iune 'ath.
Boats leave plays presented during the engagement are Ashley A. Smith; 12 o’clock,
Sunday school;
iai’> except Sunday for North new and are staged with special scenery 1j at 7.:>o service of song, singing led by cornet
which the company carry. Monday evening and
icane and Yinalhaven at 5 a.
violin, with special music, singing by
iricane and Yinalhaven at l.rso is ladies' night and any lady can secure a
quartette, consisting of Miss Cunninghan
I
reserved
seat
at
15c.
if
at
North Haven, Stonington, Isleau
Mixer’s. Mrs.
bought
Webber, Mr. White and Mr. Mixer.
The play will be the Tact comedy drama
swan’s Island at ‘2 p. m.: leave
This quartette will sing the following:
and at 5:45a. m., Stonington at entirely new from the pen of Friel-Griflin, “Comfort Ye
I
My People,” from the Messiah,
rli Haven at s a. in and 5 p. in., entitled “A Friendly Hnemy.” The rest of
i and “1 Heard the Voice of Jesus Say;” a
at 8 a. in. and 4 p. in., and the week the plays are in the following
solo by Miss Alice Heath; a
I soprano
<tt 8:i.'»a. m. and 4.15 p.m., for order: Tuesday night, Alone in the World ; ten minute address
by the pastor, sub|
Monte
:
Christo
The total mileage of the KastWednesday night,
Thursday ject, “The Conversion of St. Paul.” These
A
Hidden
night,
Ii i p Co. i.- 8x7 miles, divided as
Crime; Friday night, pleasant Sunday evening services are foi
.uigor
division, 2:54: Mount <>nee I'pon a Time; Saturday night, A Girl everybody, and a cordial welcome is given
isiou, ii«»; Cortland division, from the North. A gold watch and chair to all.
tiiebee
15<);
Inter- will be voted to the most popular lady in
division,
Tlie Waldo County Conferenceof Congrev:.-ion, 25. The tieet id' steamers town; so attend Monday evening and see
gational Churches meets with the Frankfort
Jiteen. live are in the Boothbay "ho she is. The same will be on exhibiehureli Tuesday, June 17th. The address
tion at Mixer’s on and after Monday.
! four in the Kennebec division.
of the evening will be given by it. A. Jort> of Bangor was laid off only
c. L. 8. (’. Alumni Mkktixo.
Wednes- dan, secretary of the Y. M. C. A. of Ban-t week for repairs. Site arrived
day afternoon, .June 4tli, the members of gor, upon the topic, “The Working Man’s
•g'llar time Sunday morning and
Belfast ('. L. S. ('. Alumni with a few in- Friend.” The speakers in the* afternoon
vcd a few hours later by the Cevited guests
assembled at the pleasant will be W. R. Howard and Rev. (!. S. Mills
itli a full cargo of freight. The
home of Mrs. J. M. McKeen, who is the of Belfast, Rev. T. P. Williams of Searsreturned directly troin liangor
president of this organization.
The pro- port, Rev. F. W. Barker of Brooks. Their
Sunday night, and the liangor gramme included
the C. L. S. C. themes will be: “The Teaching Function of
singing
ne Monday.
Freight business is songs,
Scripture reading, quotations from the Church,” “Preaching the Gospel in the
at other extra trips of the PeuobChautauqua mottoes, reading, recitations, Open Air,” “The Prayer-meeting or .SomeCastine
took
necessary—The
original papers, remarks and discussions thing Better,” “What our Ministers and
ion to Camden and the Florence
pertaining to Chautauquan work and study. Churches Have Learned from the Forward
dn- F.ftie Carlton
company to Cas- An hour was
spent very pleasantly in Movement.” Rev. W. A. Richmond of Free'iiry....The Castine took a quantity
conversation ; several of the company en- dom will preach the sermon. It is expected
and marble v*>rk from Mark
also that Rev. Charles Harbutt, secretary
a walk about the
grounds and garson to Dark Harbor Tuesday. .She joyed
of the M. M. S., will be present and speak.
den gay with the early summer
blossoms;
'"tract for towing logs which will
all admired the fine view of Belfast
The Maine Universalist convention was
Bay
nusy several weeks when not engagwith the hills and forests in the distance held in Augusta last week.
Officers were
•-xeursion work.It was announced
which make
this one of the beautiful elected for the ensui ng year as follows:
inlay that the sale of Harbour’s homes in
our city.
At five all were seated President, Hon. A. J. Merrill, Bangor;
oner Verona to Boston
parties, sup- around the table to
"
enjoy the inviting pic- vice-presidents, C. S. Ilichborn, Augusta;
have been concluded, had been denic supper or “Chautauqua Feast” enliven- Rev. II. S. Whitman, J). I)., of Brunswick;
and that the steamer is to remain
ed by pleasant conversation.
Later we secretary, Rev. W. W. Hooper, Woodfords;
I be used for excursion
purposes, bade our friends
and one more treasurer, M. B. Cooledge, Portland; trusgood
night
"if her first
trip from liangor TuesC. L. 8. C. gathering has been tee for three years, E. II. Sargent, Port’eaviug at 7.30 a. m., to Sandypoiut delightful
numbered with those already passed, but land; trustee of Universalist publishing
boro—The Florence was obliged
we look forward to many profitable as well house, Chas. S
Fobes, Portland. Resolu■' 11 at
Buck’s Harbor Tuesday night
as social
meetings of this Chautauqua tions were adopted favoring prohibition,
"u"t of the
rough water. She came
and advising the clergymen of the denomi'ast early Wednesday
morning and Alumni._
nation to use more discretion in marrying
me oil her regular
TO
CasCUKE
A
COED IN ONE DAY
trip....The
those who have been divorced. The W. U.
1
make an excursion next Tuesday
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. AH M.
mimodate those who wish to attend
society elected the followipg officers:
'mrncratic convention.Capt. ffm. druggists refund the money if it fails to President, Mrs. J. F. Rhoades,
1
Fairfield;
x ls in
cure.
E. W. Grove’s Signature on each box.
command of the Penobscot.
vice-president, Mrs. MJjy E. Briggs, Au-

Corset.

more

voting peoand
are

Self-Reducing"

.~1AT IINGS.
RUGS.

gospel praise
Ali seats

the

we carrv

COUCHES,

7." 1
m
topics- “The I Useeti Beloved' and “Behind Tine*
Sundav school
men

that

%

It's
Richmond, the ring service being things usually bring an extra price.
The bride was becomingly attired in I not so here, you get the extra good
things,
{•ink silk trimmed with applique and but we cut the extra off the
price.
narrow black
velvet ribbon.
The groom
The more merit behind an article the more
wore
the ordinal} black.
The happx
couple x\ ill remain in Maine for two or -atisfaetioii you get for your money, when
three weeks and then return t«» Taunton,
you get a whole lot of merit for very little
Mass., where thex will make their home.
They haxe the best wishes of main friends. money, the satisfaction i> more pronounced.
If you want a share of this kind of sat!'
faction we have a whole lot :n store for you
Koi a hopper who knows
.»nt> make a
dollar this is the store w th which t will
Imring this month we
pay you to deal.
liavc a med to outdo ,i ! i.r former
rt!
in giving the greatest possible \alue for the

the Baptist church there will be
social meeting for praise, prayer ami
t* Mimon) tin-. Thursday, evening at 7.ao,
“Christ .01 the sea.”
top
Breaching
m. and
by tie pastoi Sunday at l"4*

at noon

forget

..."Nemo

At

quantity of metal was stolen from the ple’s meeting at
blacksmith shop of t has c
Havener at preaching service al 7
The plunder was strangers are invited.
City point hist week.

given.

FIT GUARANTEED.

a

A

alter the order is

used.

>.

"Cheerful Living" will he the topic of the
social service at the North Church this,
Thursday, evening at 7.an. sundav services
Sermon by the pastor, Hev <i v Mills, at
10.41 a. w., subject. “The Sunday Question
A New Word <01 an old Theme
Sundav
school at l'J m. the \
1'. S. C K will have
a hymn meeting at < .0 t.
address by
the pastor at 7..10 p. \i., subject, ‘*’1 be ( oination of tip King.

days

10

W. A.

to

'Hie regular meeting of the llelfaM Improvement Society will be held next Mon
day, dum* b'.th, at o'clock in the c-.mm.ni
comic 1 room in
Memorial budding.
All
member^ are earnestly request* -d to be pre'
<
ei.t.
Mi the second page of thi' issue w ill
be found lull reports of the secretary and
treasurer together with a
list of ollicers
and committees for the ensuing year, l hey
should be read by all interested in belfast.

We have twelve different styles of skirts to show, and
fuil line of samples of goods.

re-1

most

cordially invited.
If pleasant Sunday afternoon Hew E.

|

A

^

Emulsion1

tells better than any where else
in the world. So don’t stop taking
it in summer, or you will lose i

WV squeeze every bit of goodness and style
into our goods, and squeeze the prices
down to u point that makes our customers
more than satistied with their
purchases,
a very quiet lionie
Mi'Nkil-Nhihi.ks.
We haven't the space here to give you dewedding took place at the home in Knox of i
Mr. Harvey shibles Tuesday, .June ad, at tails and prices of the many good tilings we |
four o'clock, when Marx F. Sliibles and are ottering we would rather have you call i
1
Wm. K. McNeil were united in marriage. and see for yourself you will be amply
The eeroiiiiinx was performed by the Rev. : paid for the time you spend. Kxtra good '

At the Unitarian Church next Sunday;
morning service at lo.4l o'clock, preaching
by the pastoi ; Sundav school at !o'clock.
Bible class Saturday evening at 7.11 o’clock

baton A- Davis have put a new brand
: cent cigars on the market.
It is called
“our George”. The cigar factory will be
moved duly 1st to the rooms in the Forbes
building now occupied by Wm. M. Thayer's
bicycle repair shop. Mr. Thayer is t<* go
out of that class of work

1

guests
the groom's brother, Wilfred, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown of Fairtield.
There were many gifts from friends of both
bride and groom.
The bride has many
friends in Belfast, and the groom is now in
the employ of Mr. Joseph Tyler of this city.
They will reside in Belfast.

The Waldo County Christian Endeavor
convention will beheld with the Congregational Church at North Belfast Kridav,
June JTtli.

of

1

'Scott’s

were

CHURCHES.

Hew H. E. Edgett will preach at Poor's
Mills next Sunday ;:t
j>. in.

F. lurk amp. Sons of Veterans, has
elected the following representative.- to the
State Kiieampmeut to be held at liar Harbor dune lstli and 1‘itli: Delegates, Geo.
boss and Thus.
Young : alternates, C. M.
Smalley and Clarence Dickey
A.

commission for that
tppoiutee is John L. (hiss, a
’■*•' ide111
and gi unite contractor
sri. Annie M. Allen arsth from Philadelphia with
.-iia! Bn swan A Sibley Co.
iw ay her jibboom in a gale on
s» i
Henry B. Til'ton arriv
limn Bock-ami ami was taken
-Cs marine railway T uesday for
id painting_(’apt. (leu. F
•! sell, d'h 'lints llix to ( apt.
I 1 lootlibay 11 arbor, who
-lid ami sailed for Boothbax
srh. (ieorgiana
arrived from
dax w ith cement foi ( Hopei
Maine < entral B B. C*..
B Tiiton
to luad stone at
-•I ^’.oaington for N exv
ork.
1

THE

Thomas 11. Marshall Belief Corps will
have a children's day for the benetit of solTei s' children, in Memorial Hall next Tuesday afternoon. Ladies are invited to contribute to the tables at which ice cream and
cake will be served.

*•

!

special exercises in the
clttsing * la > tins year, but
and friends ait invited t<> attend
o.i} ai t''i iio.>n wlienthe reguiar school
tatc'ii-' will be given.
no

on

The Trustees of Cemeteries report that
thefts of dowers and plants from lots in
Ciove Cemeterv are becoming frequent,
ami that if the practice is not stopped at
once an example w ill be made
of the offenders.

M;ii ia Webster
Bceklami last

Mathew.* oi
.»::••!

will be

it*

_

to

smaller perceiit-

•la

I •;

ned

nto eilVct

1 lie members of Seaside C. L. s. C. will
lit—t
will. Mrs. M. >. Whitmore, ljo Mam
street, Moiclav afternoon, dune 10, at
wiil be *‘< >ur Colonial
p. m : tic* lesson
Possessions''; author, William Cow per.

■■

d

inv ted.

'Mnmer

ill go

selioois

acceptable

'•

n

w

l ic

one

through

g«

ti

the pro
\\ .11 l‘*n
of Wash

'-111

ti„. :..

.»"♦
i_-

>a>

•!»> I i!: !

..

is

time table on tin- Maim* Cendune 1.1th.
Trains
; leave Belfast at 7 a.m. and Lao and
vs
•
and 1.11
p m. and arrive at41 a m
and o ol p. m.
tral

M

Kvcrybodv

SRIRMIRTS--SRIRTSJ

where it is hot all the year round

...

in

cut
i;>>.

IN CUBA

i

—

an

Knox Veteran association will
id annual reunion June, isth
that da\, on the next pleasant
at the Washington camp-

burn; secretary,

at

or

preparation has Iron ever
been so effectively and agreeably combined as in Pept-iron
a
specific
remedy for all forms and degrees of
not
tin*
anemia, curing
only
paleness
hut also the nervousness ami dyspepsia
from which anemic patients so commonly suffer.
Pept-iron is a blood nutrient, nerve

with Mrs.
this, Thurs-

meet

Belfast was not represented by
attoneys
the Law Court in Bangor last
week, their
eases having all been heard in
the LawCourts held in other districts.

given for'

anemia

ceived.

offices of Field «& Quimby
itter A: Son now close at noon

V.

of

medical history,
and has always de&erved
date

COLOr

roof

nee

T.

cure

paleness

t* Or

est

b-

•"

mUTL

with

Mild n line carriage horse
Fred A. Johnson.

\\

Iron has been

F
M

GRAPHITE, ETC
Syv-Yr.1.

kaisi.y

vn'i» out

REGARDLESS OE COST.
a

i:ai:i;un.

F. A. FOLLETT, 51 Church Street.

BELGIAN HARE MEAT.

AND SAMPLE THE BEST

Sachet Powder Made

Large clubs have required more Belgian hai meat for banquets than we .-mild supply for several
past—they pay usi'Seents per pound.
Our country breeders have consigned to us this week a large number of extra
line young m. it
Orders for Saturday delivery at your door will be filled for
hares.
only 20 rents pn pound. it
■

weeks

25c. BUNDLE SALE

pay until you have tested it. If not all we claim don't pay anything
Having less waste it is more economical in price, vastly superior

3 DAYS—Thursday, Friday, Saturday—3 DAYS
JUNK 12th, 13th and 14th,

Now is your time to drop prejudice and test its delicious
each order. Send postal card stating number of pounds

you shall lie the judge.
in quality to beef or chicken
Mayor.
Kecipes for cooking supplied
wanted.
Iw24

with"

EASTERN IMPORTING i BREEDING COMPANY. BELFAST.

AT OUR CROCKERY STORE
We have

wrapped up assortments of goods in bundles as before and oiler them for sale
here will
bundles, and no bundles nearly
J*9 en|pty
V® beiug
this bundle sale
the same as of the previous sale—to
move some of our goods.
We shall liave the same number of bundles for sale as before.
The only difference being that in place of 5 bundles worth one
dollar there will lie 10 of
tins value. And in place of 3 $2 00 lamps there will be 0
lamps of this price and in place
of 2 *3 00 shirt waists there will be 4 shirt waists of this
price In
up the bundles
it will be our object to have every customer satisfied.
eniniv
empty.

“ThaSLfiTohwt
The mam object of

WE HAVE A LARGER LINE OF

makVng

ANU SATURDAY
TURY

EVENING, THE 14th.

wt

will

srrvp FRVF in

f^REEZEI^hTlhshis theSfWi11 be th*??1®8 ?k *Ce

c,ea,n

nnr

madp in

to

Let.

Main

The prices are

XX CENWe Have the

CARLE & JOKES,
IHt^Milkage Books

STERLING SILVER

Pinna Parinr

our

Street, Belfast.

largest and best line

of

pjpLD GLASSES.

right too

A >• and

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
POST OFFICE SQUARE, BELFAST,

Telephone 28-13

THE COUNTRY

ROADS.

Something of Tlieir Present Condition ami
One Man's Kemetly.
This is the season of the year best
as
of road
to the

study

making

adapted
practiced here in Maine. It is invery
use
likely that the same : .etlmds are
1 he
in various parts of New England.

j
j
j

CHANGEJF

VEGETABLE IMMUNES.

LIFE.

Inoculating Plants to Make Them Proof
Against Disease.

Some Sensible Advice to Women by Mrs. E. Sailer.
•*

passed

u-.r-

The newest scientific discovery is
preventive inoculation for plant disIt offers to the world a novel
eases.

I’iskham:—When I
-r.ph what is known as

means of lighting the numerous malalife.' i had two years’ sufdies which attack the garden, the
as quiekand
heat,
nlden
ferinj.
to
caution
is
a
j
wav the work is done
orchard and the ripening field crops.
cliills won l passovcr me : niv appetite
rubber tires, but still it is rather dnlieult
Hypodermic injections of certain germwas variable and i never could tell for
commisroad
The
blame
to fix the
cultures are given to the plants, which,
cushonored
time
backed
is
sioner
by
being mildly sickened for awhile, prestom. originating in the cow path ot the
ently recover, and are thereafter proof
a small
and
sentiment
pioneer, public
against infection-*-veritable vegetable
immunes, in fact.
appropriation. With miles ol road to
eovei :n some fashion, only a couple ol
It would be out of the question,
the
thousand of dollars or so to pay
obviously, for a farmer to go about in
sinecure
no
is
bills at best. his position
fields and administer such medical
Hut
and iie cannot be wholly blamed.
treatment to the plants individually,
that
the
roads
over
when one drives
but, in truth, nothing of the kind is rehave been •Mixed’* it really seems as if
quired. The object of the work is to
there ought to be a radical change
establish varieties that are immune,
made somew here.
and these may he counted upon to
Within a radius of go miles of the
transmit to their descendants the discity there am miles and miles ot road
ease-proof quality acquired by them.
The
that lane be«*u treated as follows:
In a word, the tillerof the soil in future
last spring was especially severe on the
years will cultivate only the immune
culverts,
gullystrains of vegetables, cereals and fruit
highways, washing out
d n
s;
ng holes and holtrees.
*
An
large
unusually
low's everywhere.
Plants, like animals, are subject to
ever so many diseases, most of them
amount ol work has been necessary
M l;s. K. SAILER,
caused by germs of one kind or another.
and it lias apparently been done with
I’he ditches at this seaSuch
unusual haste.
President < U>rm:ui K.-lief \ssociation,
miero-organizsms, when they
Los Anii-dcs, Cal.
feed on the leaves, cause what are callson are usually uiieh with more or less
w I
All the was!dugs ol the spring
ed "rusts" and “smuts.” which fre.vater.
would feed the
a day ar a t i: a
rains have found an abiding place there
Five buttles of Lyflia. K.
next day
quently do an immense amount of
of
last
the
grass
a:id have mingled with
Pink ha in's \ A Ha hh» Com pound
damage. Often the fruit, in garden or
Year’s growth. lea\es. underbrush, etc.
changed a:l that. my days became days orchard, rots in the very act of ripenthe
of
about
mixture
a
All this makes
of health and 1 have enjoyed every day
ing. and this is as likely as not to be
occasioned by a peculiar bacterium,
consistency of a beef stew, the chunks since—now six rears.
W e hav used considerable *>f your
known to science as the bacillus putre•I sod taking the place of the chunks
The road maol meat in the stew.
faciens.
Vegetable <'<unitound in. our charitable
This bacillus has been chosen as a
chines are put on and this conglomerawork, as we find that to restore a poor
tion is ail scraped up into the middle of ^mother to health so she can support lierspecial favorite for the inoculation
of
clay, jself and those dependent upon her. if work. It grows rapidly on gelatine,
the u ad. The result is a ridge
there be. is truer charity than to
and is easily utilized, in a suitable soluloam, leaves, sticks, grass, sods and a
ju-ivi- other aid. Von liaye my hearty tion, for injection. Wheat, oats, beans,
good manv other things.
have
1
for
tins
is
til
•rsement.
enough
weather
rough
sunflowers and radishes, when infected
you
proven
15i r\
in this way. show symptoms of being
t( churii ''‘lift’!' -nt ot so.ii- milk, and in
you ■••■.elf a true friend to suffering wo*
Hill St.,
mend— Mks. Ik Svir.KK, Tab
wet creatin'! it would be an ahominaunwell, but soon throw them off, and
1
al.
I.< >. An.'vifS.
$5000 forfeit if above tesare henceforth proof, not only against
tion in the sight ot a government mule,
tine,rial :< ant genuine.
is
fin the main roads where the travel
"plant rot.” but also against other
stu
h
rail
No
other
give
forced
and
person
common maladies due to germs.
brisk it is ah' worn down
to
women
who
a
fairadvice
time
and
helpful
The bacillus, in feeding on the gelabank into tin cutters
are sick as can Mrs. Pinkham,
tine, multiplies at a great rate, and inly decent road is secured in a drought.
mostit'remains
roads
such
for no other lias hart
On the less ised
great cidentally develops a poison peculiar to
ly through the summer to he cursed experience -iter address is Lynn, itself. This poison, or toxin, as the exand ridiculed by every passer.
'.Mass., anti her advice free—if perts call it, can be separated from the
After the process has just been comgerms themselves by a simple process
are sick write her—you are
*
of littering. Then it may be used by
pleted a light carriage is a steadyofdrag
if
don’t.
foolish
you
the
itself in making the injections: and, as
lor a horse and trotting is out
so far shown, it has the same effect in
question most ot the tune. 1 he horse
iii
hot
a
tine
of
road
the
sun,
having
piece
along his rendering the plant immune. It apmust labor and sweat in
to
land as he does now in having a ti;ie pears to communicate the symptoms of
pulling the carriage-where lie ought
have
home.
Of
course
who
some
would the complaint without the actual malaThose
it
back.
looking
he holding
been out over the roads of late have have more than enough road to make dy, but the result is equally satisfaebeen astonished to see tilt* sweat pour- up his taxes but the difference could be lory.
a tew paid him in cash and he could do the
It lias been ascertained, however,
ing oft their horses after only
llut the work when farm work was slack and lie that inoculation is not really
jnjles ot moderate driving,
necessary,
Then there'd probably lie inasmuch as the same effects may lie
w icels a re carrying pounds and pounds so much in.
secured by simply watering the plants
ot mud. the horses' hoofs are plugged some who wouldn't have road enough
solid full of it until they must feel as if to make up for their taxes. Of course wit h the germ-culture, or with the toxin
I he traces are some pieces of road would be much derived therefrom. Such being the case,
the\ weighed a ton.
It is a more difficult to keep in repair than it might be
almost every minute.
taut
easy for farmers to obtain
steadv. constant, wearing strain on the others and perhaps the price could he immunity for their crops by distributis
raised
a
little
in
such
cases
can
to
make
it
he
rest
tlic
get
the
and
animal
only
ing
remedy—or one should rather
A
when the driver brings him to a dead all fair.
say preventive—over their fields.
I believe some method like this could tubefull of bacterial culture once sesill]'.
Then the culvert-: A few weeks ago be figured out so that each farmer could cured from a laboratory, or possibly
furnished by the government, there
it aa> dangerous to trot over these, but keep his share of road in repair and be
:l,.\v
the most ot these have been paid a just amount for his labor and would he no difficulty in making up the
have
the
whole
work
done
.xeil’ and wid be dangerous again
economically preparation liy the hogshead, employing
are and w ell.
I he system would be much a dilute beef tea or other suitable solu>
nrtly. some ot the larger ones
but
the
the
same
as
that
in
use
on
all the rail- tion of reasonable cheapness for the
with
r
done
irivivo.
planks,
You can imagine what a job it I propogation of the germs.
smaller ones are a constant menace, roads.
The loss occasioned to farmers in this
l ht' isual method is to throw down a w on Id lie and w hat a crew it would take
soun
poles if there was but one to keep all the country annually by germ diseases
,.,,,11,,,. ,,f skids and ia\
But liieone crew sys- ! which attack the growing plants is giBoughs are t! rown track in repair.
oss i.... mail.
11 in is in vogue on the roads and is
..r tl ese to prevent the loose dirt that
J gantic. and the prospect that such malcalled
'lie
it
the
cracks.
uiiunicai one.
With each Ij adies may he combated by preventive
ts fmin falling tiirough
wi
ks
tanner
a
few
a
to
iast
share
will
care for evcry
it
having
inoculation naturally
excites
much
Whereas some of
'I hen tin
hmigl.s begin to rod would lie patruled almost every day i hopeful interest.
ii-rhaps
e dirt falls through and and many little things attended to in a
these germs are bactaria. the great 111a1 n
minute tii..t if neglected woifM take a ! jnritv of them are microscopic fungi.
es are exposed.
„
J
ki d caret idly o\er day later on."
There are thousands of species nt such
a shoe in the
to <• a
I’eriiaps tiiis man has the solution of fungi, parasitic in habit, whose sports
t ue problem
Who knows:1
Waterville
a
loot down through a
,,i
corresponding t o seeds are always floutf or. Kennebec Journal.
hole.
ing about in the air. Their depredatilled
are
slouch li lies
simply
tions. when exceptionally severe, used
>,,1:
a
:
t
long
ks
; ace so
If you are >.< ofulous «ly .-peptic, rlnu- ; to Lie regarded as plagues sent by a diswith
out
and
walk
troubled
i
to
malic,
kidney complaints, pleased Providence, Imt such matters
is templed
get
j: ,,t
than risk a ride over them. general debilily, lacking strength, take I are better understood nowadays, anil
11. od's Savsa| as :11a.
our own department of agriculture has
Hi.ee i-.i.-ks are a mo left close to the
made a special study of means for lightwle-ei tracks and the roads are never
••1 dream in\ stories." .-aid Hicks, ilie
In piacrs ovi-rmac;, w tuer I tail ine.-c.
-How \.'U must dread going to ing the pests.
a in lun.
It has also been discovered recently
hanging t rees iii in wait to scratch the t ,-ii !" exclaimed < nicu>.- Tit-Hits
that plants may he made more vigorous
tops of carriaces and in some places
haie* of human
existence.
l)\>)ie]i'ii
d
the
them with oxygenated wa: here is actual dancer
losing
top I;111Hte-i l;;.i(.(i H iters cures it
.promptly, by watering
eutirelv.
Regulates and tom*.- tin* ter, and that they may be rendered
pennaiieiitly.
a
driver
is
that
all
this
more resistent to disease by inoculating
the result ot
stomach.
them with apple acid or grape acid.
ei tie roads hits to he constantly vigiTeacher-- TeiI. me, Hobby, what are the
These
acids are familiar commercial
i,u,‘. to save l,is horse's neck and his two
things necessary for a baptism.’
He has no time to look at the
own.
bobby Water and a baby, ma'am.— Hos- products and easily obtained, though it
is not suggested that it would be worth
scenerv. but must keep his eyes steadily tel. Herald.
lixed "”u the road ahead and have the
any farmer’s while to purchase them
I
it
a burn
Dr.
I'se
Thomas'
Ecleetric
coiiexamples ot modern road building
Oil.
A cut .1
I’se Dr. Thomas’ Ecleetric for such a purpose.
i he study of germ disease of plants
stantlv before him. It is trot a lew oil. At your druggists.
from
the
bounce
rods and walk a mile:
occupies the entire attention of a divi“Do
ever advise
to
you
your
patients
from
rut
and
a
into
sion
of the department of agriculture.
side of a boulder
takt exercise, doctor“Oh, yes ; it's pernow and then a plague of one
ruts to rocks: rattle over loose plank
fectly safe to do so. They never take it.” Every
kind
or another breaks out in this reculverts and feel pole culverts give be-Indianapolis News.
neath the carnage.
gion or that, and experts are sent to
Everybody's liable to itching piles. R.ch the locality to make a study of it. Parts
"When you mention the roausiotm*)
and
old
and
the
torpoor,
young—terrible
of the afflicted plants are sent to Washcommissioner lie will answer with the ture
they suffer. Only one sure
indisputable argument of the number I 1 loan’s (Hutment. Absolutely safe; cure;|
can't I ington, and the responsible fungi or
and
the
bis
care
bactaria are propagated in glass tubes.
appro-1 fail.
of miles under
The cultures thus obtained are used for
pnation lie has to spread over them.
lie—1 asked your father's consent by telea
slick
and
a
him
rub,
allow
These
only
inoculating healthy plants, and, if the
however good his intention may be. phone.
malady is reproduced, it is known that
she—What was his answer?
Ask the people on the roads how it is
lie—He said: “I don’t know who you the germ has been successfully identified. Then it remains to watch its life
ahead and they will tell you it is lirst are, but its all right
rate, but when you get there the condihistory and to find out what will kill it
Three
that
threaten
life.
spectres
baby's
most quickly and surely.
tions described are more likely to be
Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrho a.
it
seemeth
is
If a road
Meanwhile cereals and other economic
found.
passable
Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry
the
of
people, appar- never fails to conquer them.
plants are cross-bred for the purpose of
good in tin- eyes
loads
over
ever
haul
How
they
obtaining varieties that resist disease.
ently.
Miss Brighton—What a lovely watchfob,
them is a constant wonder to the un- Mr. Borem ! Is
Plant-breeding lias been reduced to a
your watch equally pretty ?
scientific basis, and the up-to-date botinitiated.
Mr. Borem—Here it is.
In Germany every farmer has to keep
Miss Brighton—What! eleven o’clock! anist is able literally to make almost
the ditches open along the road that Why, I had no idea it was so late, had you? anything that lie wants in the way of
Good drainage every- —Chicago Daily News.
vegetables, for example, by a process of
passes his land.
Said a man, the other
artificial selection and suitable mating.
where results.
Itch on human cured in 3Q minutes b>
like
to
see
I'd
what
tell
Where flowers combine both sexes, like
you
day: I
I d have Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never those of wheat or oats, he cuts
done with the roads of Maine.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Drugaway
the
male part with a pair of scissors,
the taxes paid by the farmers and those gists, Belfast, Me.
Iv47
dior
the
fertilizes
the
villages
people
blossom
city
thus
treated
with
by
paid
Little Pitman (at the pantomime
Ah's
vided into two classes. Then I'd depollen from a flower of another variety,
come all the way frae Dor’in, and cannot
vote a big
and ties it up in a bag of paper or gauze,
percentage of the rural see a happorth o* the stage.
taxes to the roads. Taking the percentBig Woman—Hoots! Ye Pttie foaks is to prevent any other pollen from getthe
roads
allowed
to
be
aalis growlin’. Just keep your eye on me, ting at it. Thus lie is able to marry
age of taxes
and the number of miles of country and laugh when aa laugh. -Tit-Bits.
any two plants that are likely to proroad I would find the average amount
duce improved offsprings.
$1(;0 —Dr. b. DctchoiPs Anti Oiurel ic
be
tiiai
could
of
road
mile
expendI here are certain germs which, far
per
be worth to you more than $100 if you
ed.
Then I'd make every farmer take j may
have a child who soils bedding from incon- from being injurious to plants, are
his land,
care of the road that passes
beneficial to them. Peas and
:j tinence of water during sleep. Cures old highly
giving him the average amount per mile and young alike. It arrests the trouble at beans, for example, depend largely for
Then
taxes.
he
and allowing it. on the
once.
SI.
Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., their healthy growth upon bacteria
could put m nis time as he saw tit or as Druggists, Belfast, Me.
which attach themselves to the rootiv47
I believe every
was most convenient.
lets. feeding upon the latter and formMorrell—Well, we always learn by ex- ing about each of their colonies a
man would soon linure out the most
economical way of keeping the roads in perience.
\\ orrell— Not always. There wras the ex- woody tubercle. Thus the roots on
excellent condition, as this would make perience of that careless laborer w ho smok- which such mirco-organisms feed are
In a short time a ed his pipe over a keg of
is taxes come easy.
powder. He hasn't found to be more or less covered with
good manv would doubtless have tilings learned anything since.-Philadelphia Press. little warty excrescences. Only withlittle
work
so arranged that a very
in a short time has it been ascertained
For Over Sixty Years.
would lie necessary on their share of
that these tubercle-making bacteria
An Oi.d and Wki.i.-Tried Remedy'.
roifd and they would practically be tax
are most useful to the plant, enabling
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
lift'.
the latter to absorb nitrogen front the
used for over sixty years by millions of
•■'I lif smaller percentage of the rural mothers for tlieir
children while teething, air. Beans, peas and other pod-bearing
taxes could he devoted to the country with
perfect success, it soothes the child, vegetables depend upon the tiny germs
schools.
Hoads and schools are the softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind for tliisi mporta it element of their
In colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrbtea. food supply, which,
main cause ol taxes in the country.
being stored away
the village or city, the system wouldn't Is pleasant to the taste. Sold bv druggists in the excrescences aforesaid, is eventin
of
the
world,
to
he
in
have
part
would
well
and
work very
twenty-live ually transferred to the branches and
every
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. He
leaves.
charge of a department, as it is now, the sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing
farmers paying a very small proportionit has been found that peas or beans
and take no other kind.
Syrup,
ate part for tins work as they use the
of
grown in sterilized sand—which,
Little Tommy quarrelled with liis sister, course, contains no bacteria—develop
village or city streets very little.
•I don't know how the percentage or and would not kiss and be friends. His no tubercles on their roots and slowly
Perhaps aunt said, “Oh, don’t you remember what starve. However, by inoculating with
averages would work out.
there wouldn't be money enough divid- papa read at famil>-;prayers this morning, the proper germs they are rendered
that we were to forgive seventy times
ed in this way, but it looks as if it would, seven?"
and productive. Each kind of
“Yes,” replied
“but I healthy
ruder this system when there was a tickerly noticed it was to Tommy,
pod-bearing plant has its own species
not
your
brother,
of bacteria, upon which it depends for
had place in the road the man whose sister.”
a supply of nitrogen from the air.
The
part it was could take a half hour or so
Relief in Six Hours.
It wouldn’t have to go unand fix it.
tubercle germs of peas do not produce
was
notifixed until the commissioner
Distressing Kidney and bladder Diseases tubercles in beans, and therefore are of
fied and he could send out men and a relieved in six hours by “New Great South no use to the latter.
hour’s
an
to
do
American
Kidney Cure.” It is a great
job.
This is one of the most important of
team several miles
“In the winter the farmers could club surprise on account of its exceeding prompt- modern agricultural discoveries, inasness in relieving pain in bladder,
or at
their
break
and
roads,
kidneys
much
as the farmer may, if he chooses,
together
and back, in male or female. Relieves re
other times when things were especial- tention
of water almost immediately. If inoculate his land with the microbes
ly bad. I believe in a short time a rival- you want quick relief and cure this is the for growing beans or peas, in case they
ry would spring up among the farmers remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- are absent or scarce. But it is only one
and each one would take as much pride ■ gists, Belfast Me.
of many valuable ideas which latter•
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Sew Wizard of Wall Street.

is evolving for the benefit
of the tiller of the soil.—Rene Bache

day science

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

John W. Gates is known as ilie wizard of Wail street.
There are many

in St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

MOXIE NERVE FOOD.

literary news and notes.

Everyone who. in his schoolboy years,
has recited on
declamation day” the
ringing sentences of ‘-Spartacus to the
Gladiator” and “Regulus to the Carthaginians.” will find much to interest him
in Isabel T. Rav's interesting account
of the author, Reverend Elijah Kellogg,
in the New England Magazine for June.

This clergyman, one of New England’s
most honored preachers, was a noted
character in his day, and the affection
with which he was regarded by all who
knew him is clearly reflected in this
article.

“A Public School Garden," hv Henry
Lincoln Clapp, in the New England
JIagazine for,I one describes the kitchen
garden on the grounds of the George
Putnam Grammar School in IJoston,
which is the only one in New England
directly connected with a public school.
The usefulness of the garden'and the
pleasure it gives to the children.brought
tlitis in their most impressionable years
into close contact with "Mother Nature," are fully sot forth in the article;

|

Moxie Nerve Food

Maxie N*nc Food Co jf Ne»
«■“*
BOSTOfC *>'NS

'*^1

and the unprofessional reader will gain
from it a new insight into the progressiveness ot modern school methods.

The evacuation of Cuba gives peculiar timeliness to an important article
on Public Education in Culm by Matthew E. Hanna. Cnited States Commissioner oi Cuban schools, which a(ipi us
in the Atlantic Monthly for .June.
Mr
Hanna gives an interesting and effective account of the reform which his
department has effected in the educational system of the island, and points
out some of the problems by which the
Cubans themselves will be confronted
in the future, and what the coming administration will liml necessary to do in
order to continue the present system
and maintain the schools on the plane
ot elliciency that the I'nited States lias

established!
I able

keeps up
practical

Talk, Philadelphia, for dune,
to its usual high standard of
value and helpfulness to the

housewife.
I n addition to its profusion
of culinary matter and illustrations, it
sandwiches in si me good literary articles.
"The Romance of American Women" is ably written and full of historic interest.
Ail women of intelligence interested in reading the romances of some noted women will enjoy this article. Another article of

amusing interest is entitled, "Startling
Experiences at a Dutch Dinner.” The
dinner took place in Holland and the
story of it was written for Table Talk
by an American woman who was the

guest of honor. Table Talk is the exponent of good living, and the dune
number has a wealth of delicious recipes and illustrations of tempting
dishes. It gives full instructions how
to prepare the meals for each day of
the month.
Recent issues of Table
Talk will be seat free to our readers on
request, or the dune, number for 10
cents.
In

JOHN W. GATES.

who believe he is destined to become
the king: of that- -rom firm in k.1 center.
The leading exponent of the

SI

The

Ap!

il

1

1(

article in the June Forum
—the last, issue of that magazine before

quarterly—is j
contributed by Prof. Felix Adler, who I
writes on “The Philippine War: Two

ot
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by telephone hot!i .1 y and nialtt.

72 Main Street, Self ist.

[Something wrong

o s"

Many inhlrrn who are trmiMed
wilh I’niige*-': h. M'uc M'.uiai h,
gripim: i>am.» above the navel,
<

«a.n\ ills:-ms and similar svu.|>
t■ *nis ,■! wi rms
many limes
treated I'm m lift ii'sea lies.
The
on** remedy
that will relieve
k. them is True’s Pin Worm

oiif ha
deni oo> ea "i. by '.aid
't root. about oh
n rod' and twadvi
bound bi nail al. oontaiiiPin
mt'.
or 1
Tlio thud | an.! boo.i.ninn w h* :
po"t stood ill I"/.., .m to. ".Mi! h '111.
.s, siviffn iml" from limb "tru.-i
n
r 1 > on tin- wosier!\ >id'
.mot! n
two toef and ’tai• m.-iies
a
ei-d u
"OlltllWf "t 1 p, tb.l .ft II ''I I" I If Hi!
"aid >ii|. bp. ..i lot No.
', lliei».
-aid hm
two humln-d a o fourtf.
post br.naii at. •ontainmn marly m-\■

j
|

hi. -i

Heor.uia «; ilke\. W i, (.i:ke\ a: .v• d at
Vm k.
Porto H. o Ma\
lb mn \e
llenrx Claiis'-n, .1 r, cleared lrm.. For; am
dina Ma\ l’C Jor Philadelphia.
(Iladvs. 11 H Poison, arrived at 1 Ir-h'-w
Ha.. .1 une i f; mi New
<vk.
lohn < Miiitii. sailed in m Fort lie«-::e,
Fla..Ma' _'T for Philadeipbi.i.
Mai; A Hall, Haskell, cleared for Huston
•Fine 4 for Thai lesion.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, ai ived at N* w York i
J une 4 from .1 ucaro.
H W Hopkins, 1 liehborn, arrived at l urks
Island Ma\
from Poston.
K F l’etti.urew, at Wiseasset Ma>
ldu ice
for Heinerara.
Willie L Newton arrived at N*-w York !
May *J8 irom st Simons.
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DR. J

F. TRUE &
Auburn. Me.
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TRUES
PIN WORM

Men putted with pride assume to keep
Within their charge all wordly power.
Real Hobo: what he is and where he When lo! their work is buried deep
lives” is the title of an article in which
Ry God's hand in one dreadful hour!—
Charles Ely Adams portrays the actual Fear skulks where Pride stood high before,
And
all the world is kin once more.
characteristics of a class concerning
which the public has usually been con- —S. E. Kiser in Chicago Record-Herald.
tent to derive its information from the
caricaturists. The debit and credit sides
July Fourth in Camden.
of “Our Legacy to the Cuban Republic” are contrasted by Albert G. RobinAll roads lead to Camden July 4th.
son.
"Japan's Mission in the Far East” That enterprising town will celebrate
is expounded by T. Iyenaga as the func- the
opening of Its tine new trotting
tion of a mediator between the Western
park on that day with the biggest time
Powers and China. W. J. Shearer pro- in its history. The program includes a
tests against "Faulty Grading in our fantastic
parade in the morning, balPublic Schools," and F. liurk shows the loon ascension forenoon and afternoon,
of
harmonious relations be- trick bicycle riding, baseball games, expossibility
tween “The Old Education and the hibition of saddle and driving horses,
New."
This month’s number con- an exhibition mile by one of Thomas
cludes with two literary articles— W. Lawson’s fast horses, horse racing
“Among the Constantinople Rook- forenoon and afternoon with purses
shops.” by Dr. Henry Otis Dwight, and amounting to $1300, and many minor
“Victor Hugo, the Novelist,” by Prof. attractions. The races include the folMoritz, I.evi.
lowing classes: 2.10, 2.20. 2.30, 2.35 and
3 minutes. The fastest horses in the
It is
state are to he in these races.
Field Corn.
hoped that Governor Hill and staff will
Congressman Littlefield is
What is true in Topsham may be said he present.
The
of the farmers all over Maine, relative expected to make an address.
to planting field corn. Owing to the Maine Central offers special low rates
to Camden and return for
persistent high prices of grain of all over its line
kinds the farmers and stock growers the ,3d, -4th and 5th of July, and the
have determined to feed less of the steamboat lines also give half rates to
western grain, and a larger acreage of and from Camden on these three days.
corn than for many years will be grown
The Scotcn gardener of a New York
this season. A great deal will be raised
notions of geography.
and put into the silo and fed out next estate had vague
sons was
winter as ensilage, ears, stalks and all, One of his employer's young
to Tobias the extent
but besides this there will be much trying to explain
he
ran
into the
of his country. Finally,
grown for the grain itself .—Bath Enterhouse and brought a many-colored map
prise.
of the United States. Tobias bent over
it a minute, then exclaimed, “Mon, mon,
A Card.
’tis not to be trustidt: 'tis laid out in
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to the
plaid o' thae lyin’ MacFechlans!”
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
OA8TOHIA.
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
Boor, the
_/) The Kind You Have Always Bought
or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.,
6m45
W. 0. Poob & Son.
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Men build through ages, raising high
Ethical Questions."
These questions
Their gilded towers and their spires :
are, whether it is treason to condemn They store the rain from out the sky.
To give th- plain what it requires;
a war waged by our country while the i
war is still in progress, and whether The\ harne» up the roaring stream.
lire and steam.
civilized nations are justified in adopt- And take tlie strength of
ing uncivilized methods of warfare. (>. Men change the mighty river’s course,
P. Austin effectively uses the commerAnd rob the mountain of its treasure;
cial statistics of recent years to dem- To men the tide resigns its force,
Men us** the lightning for their pleasure
onstrate “Our Growing Dependence upby ambition and by greed
on the Tropics,” and shows the bearing Spurred
Man shapes the earth to suit his need.
of this fact upon the possibilities of
our acquisitions in the East.
An im- Men proudly crown themselves as kings,
And one rules over many others;
portant political problem in connection
for worldly things,
with these acquisitions is considered, Men crowd and crush
Each striving to eclipse his brothers,
in the light of European experience, in And
here a towering Morgan stands
Prof. Paul s. Reinsch’s paper on “Rep- And there a Rothschild crooks his hands.

u

and

ARK'.

Men rearrange God's work ; they take
From this and add to that and wonder
How He in building came to make
So many an awkward slip and blunder
Men big with wealth, to pity blind,
Forget the ties that ought to bind.
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a

resentation and Colonial Government.”
Prof. S. J. McLean deals with “Railway Rate Regulation in Canada,” a
subject which the Canadian Government last year appointed him to investigate. Some strange anomalies in
“The Municipal Situation in Ohio” are
described by Prof. S. P. Orth.
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R.H. Coombs & Son,
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has appealed in years than. “Trout and Philosophy on a Vermont Stream." illustrated by full page draw ings. Among other
good features are a history of the Knglisli I'eriiy, an account of the early
days of base ball by an oldtime player,
and “Matchers of the Campiire,” an
animal story of the Canadian woods,
by Charles C. 1). Huberts. In the
“Sportsman's View Point,” by Caspar
Whitney, the reader may get a view of
amateur sport, the country over, as it
appears to the greatest American sporting critic.
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UNDERTAKERS.

Alice Heed, Alanxu F< id. niri'.ed a*;
Outing
Porto Plata April -ja from Philadelpliia.
may see the out door life of the season
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu April
in striking illustrations, gleaned with ;’.o for -'an Francisco.
Krhei, 1 indue, cleared from Phi adeiphi
much hard work by skilled photogra- j
Ma\
foi
phers. A series ol rare photographs i Mabel 1 Sa.kua.
Meyers, N Me\ ois. s;..h d troll!,
show record-holding athletes in the act 1 New
foi i
numbm-o.
Y(.r!; Mai
of winning contests. Polo. just now of
‘dive
Tlmrlow,
cleared fi*..m New 'tor-.
I
|
is
hv
Ma\
for
‘ohm.
paramount
described
interest,
I
two well-known authorities and illusPemd.seut, sailed from s ;mapo! Mas
New Am
| tinted with photographs of great play- foi Poston or
Hi b« e,-a < row ell. >t <. 1 *11v.. al ! ■: o._<
let's. Intercollegiate rowing is treated water. N s. Ap; m
Hi .>-r P a »•.
! in a masterful article by liaiph I>.
«■ V» ; d,
-i from
>a
Hove 1 anis. Mei\ i,
! I’aine. The nature lover finds a series New oi .1 al
Foi
! of most charming w ild (lower
photosachem, N Ic!i«.!n, arm'd ;.t New ^ ork
1
graphs, illustrating an article on this Eel.) -_\s f on, I [on-- Ko:
!
Thomas
A (ioddard. saib-d from F'.eiiov
branch ol
Xo
more
photography.

harming article

strenuous

'illl'V

Abm v ('ohuni, a.; ived at V w Ymk
t
II.
M;-\
pc 1 o\\
A* (. I lopes, I h Rivei s, at Liverpoo Ypril
lb for Ca’-difr' and Xaeasak
A .1 1'rh‘r. arrived at San 1 rai.ci.-co Max
14 from 1 loiioltdu.
Arxau. V
I'endleton. arrived at South- j
from San Francisco. \ ia. I
amptoi: Max
Falmouth.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Poit
Tow risetid (>et A.' tioin Nagaski.
K B Sutton, .1 F Butman, arrived at Nexv
; York April 1" from 11 iogo.
Foil Reoigt*, ( has. C. McClure, sai.ed
from Fort Pirn* April 17 for Honolulu.
(lov Kohie, sailed from Cape Town April
2b for Now York.
Ilenrx B Hyde, cleared from Baltimore
Max 17 for San Francisco.
Luzon. Park, sailed from Manila Match 2b
for Newcastle, N S \Y to load coal for Manila
Mary L Cushing, arrived at San Francisco April is trom Honolulu.
Manuel Llaguno. i) ( Nichols, sailed from
New York Aoril 11 for Hong: Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from san
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, eld from Haitimore April 21 for San Fran* isco.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu Max >" from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S 1) Carleton, Ainsbury,sailed from Honolulu April P.» for San Francisco.
st Paul. F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March b from Manila.
State of Maine. LA Coleoni, cleared from
New Yotk April 2P for Atnox ; >poken Max
i•, lat. .'Hi N. Ion. bb W.
Tillie KStarbuck, Kben ( unis, sailed front
I Honolulu May IP for Sail Francisco.
Wm II Maey, arrived at Cape Town April
7 from port Ramble.
Wm 11 Conner, B F ( olcord. -cleared from
Baltimore April b for New York.
IS

the dune number of
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life.
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NOTICES'
M'lK'K.

Tli

hereby ^iv4*s notice that he inapiminteilAdministrator of the esta*
SrSAN O. PERKINS, late ■{ I
the County «•! Waldo. iieceaseo
as the law dmu-ts.
All pors.
mands against the estate oJ said
desired to present tbe satin* for s«all indebted thereto an* n p sti-.
meet imiuediateh
ItCRTON <i. BA l(
Prospect. May 13. 19t>2.
in

bonds

■

■

A DM

IN

1 ST R A TOR’S NOTICE

I

hereby ^ives notice that he hiappointed administrator of .b»*
HANNAH W AVER, late of
in
the County of Waldo, d«vea*en
bonds as the law directs
All permands at ainst tin* estate *f said d«
sired to present tin* satin* for sett.b
indebted thereto are requested to n
I-Hl-.l-MAN H
immediately.
Hw'j:;
China, Me May 13.
A DMIN ISTRATOR’S NoTK 1-.
hereby jrives notice that

■

<■

I

ix

appointed administrator,

of the

l€«til t*o;ttl

Company.
C'l

I
OKI i< k.
'nil" A. 1902.
Notice is hereby given iliar tin annual meeting
of tllis corporation will be held It the Court
House, ill Belfast V\ edne-ula\ .1 utv 2. 11MV2, at
to \. >l.. tor the following purposes, vi/.
To hear and aet upon the reports of the
1st.
directors, treasurer and n ustees.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing
year.
;;<l.
To aei upon any other buisiiess that may
legally eonte befoie said meet ing.
1'er order.
WM H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
4W23
KICK
I ’> K. 1.1 VST. M I

S

estate

u

ith

th.

of

ADELAIDE

S.

RORKR

I’S. la'.*

d
Ill tin* County
Waldo, dr ea*. ■,
bonds as the law directs
Al
j■
mands against the estate ot >.ud
desiied to picsei t the same tor stall indebted thereto an retpu-s
menl imme«!iati-l\ t.> A. E. Chase
authorized anei.t
i.
HEN J A M 1 N I
Rridin-u atei. Mass May 13. 1

Commissioners' Notice
We, the undersigned, hav mg been duly appoint
ed by the Honorable Oeorge 1C .lolmson, Judge of
Probate for the County of Waldo, on the eighth
day of April A. 1*. 11*02, <‘onitnis>ioners to receive
and examine the claims of creditors against the
estate of Critchett, Sibley «S. ( o lap- of Belfast,
ill said County, represented insolvent, heieby
give notice that sj\ months from the dale of said
appointment are allowed to said creditors in
which to present and prove their elaims and that
they will be in session at the ol'tiee of W. P.
Thompson, in Belfast, in said County, for said
purpose. July 12. 11*0', and October l». 1!H*2. at ten
o’clock in the forenoon on each of said days, for
the purpose of receiving the ante.
W. P. THOMPSON,
lromr,
( "m,v
ALBERT C. BUKO ESS. 1
May 29. 1902.—ot2o

Proposals for Building

Sewer.

Sealed proposals will oe recieved at the City
Clerk's office until duly 7. at 5.301*. >1., for building
a sewer from Commercial street into the bay. in
accordance with the plan of Parks & Wheeler, on
file in the City Clerk’s office. The City Council
reserves the right to accept any one of the proposals or reject all.
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
Belfast, June 3,1902.—3w23
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RESTAURANT AND MK
FO It SALK.
I he restaurant and bakery busnc
Block, ('bureh street
OperatheHouse
ovens and all appliances
with
sold with the business or separate!v. ih
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street. Apply to
MRS. .1. W KNOW I
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1111 SEPARATION OF MAINE
xivd Massachusetts.
I I

division

1.

lor

iii

1

I

oi

New

Eng-

rrilorj

mith.y meeting

for tltesen-

Historical Society
Portland May loth with a
of
the members,
i,.lance
.icctmg had lieen called to
Maine

h.set'li

Williamson of liel-

introduced and read

I..

interesting
p,nation of
■

meeiingof

the society, I
of the attempted
'i. ot the eastern part of
a lii .1 ish province. From
imation. which through
English Historical Manuiission have lately become
appears that the project
mite during tlie Hevolua long period before had
;t<
one with the home
nut

o

1

:

paper on “The
Maine from

i7c,4:"

11- iii

known, (ireat lintain

re-

!ier colonies in New Kngni'ision," ami attempted
obstruct the stream of
1 emigrants whose policy
mi-tic to her precedents
h castfoms. she feared
rdwtli ot the l’uritan elecharter of our territory
u was
designed to pernee order and usages in
-tide a- existed in the
Miilivan states that
.1
ii!■( aded the tyranny
h

..

i'l-tts
xt
■

Puritanism,

and

ordinary powers
Lord Proprietor of

ra

e

establishment ot the
.amished clntrcli im!m.
I'nlike those of
Ill 'll n. the colonists
iu.-ed did not leave their
in any controversy
iic
Tncy brought with
"in conservatism and
ii.i.nis.
Therefore the
■

Kpiseopajg

distinctly
IV. at

by

which in 10,7s
broker
the
Maine for
.’..i lifty pounds, guve
i\ ng Charles 11. who
ton for his son, the
and he threatened
ni'-iction. Submission
u etds
of republican
n dm ratify assented
-lib islimeut of another
is
ot forgot ten dm ing
tun
The interest
n,mist t v cont limed
tie appears t r"in a
7c.| b\ Sii l-'raiicis
■e ot
Massachusetts to
!v la,git'ii secretary
cli t he follow mg ex-

rough

t

uc!i i-ed

apprehensive
not at present, a

■ng

that
new

New England may lie
iciation. I think it is
.1your Lordship acsent;tnents upon this
■■vf long
had it in my
i'eon convinced that
it inn of the lauds
Yolk and Nova Scotia
..it o', he put under new
rms business seems
‘ti'l for a proper time,
me slum come. The
of Huston is suilii. and so is that to the
asco flay, and also in
In uebec river, and be
•’ ii: side of l’enohscot
n is hut lately that
explored, only since
ii hec, and the subdi.ins in consequence
it safe for English\ ud all the sum eys by
'i the country bet iveeu
'■
< 'mix. that I know
: iken
by my direction,
under my own eye.
New England into
able si/e and with
■

■

..

-.

by

is

was

i

no

means

a

uneinharassed

prejudice

and humors
create some ap-

ese

1'ut

in

my

opinion

no

"uduet. perseverance

easily get the better
w ill waive the consid.ind only regard the
*d the country and
e
ude what would lie
ii it division of it into
its if the people in
'■rent about it.
i suppose that the
i
Connecticut and
be dissolved. Witlii.uigement of New
impracticable, at
Cert.
should consist of
Maine and such part ot
';t■«ry of Sagadahock
•'! the river Penobscot,
mtrv between 1‘iscatmo-

The lengtli of
along the coast is
cj' by a
geographical

'm’ii?

\

the divisional line at
loraunock atal the
would be consider'dmiles. The town
asco bay liere offers
! rojier capital, being
scataqua, and ninety
This town is now
'••at iapiditv, it lias a
! building, and is besea port for masts;
c
the seat of a govs' "li
become worthy
would make a good
ild show, at present,
i'ii
infancy and ma-

>

1?

■

ould contain the
of Kagada■t the continent of
all he thought proper
Mance from the river
ver st. Johns.
This
than iso miles in a
west and east, which
at part of the coast,
;
an infant province,
mie, too. The wtiole
mid at this time have
t il waste, if it had
ce

w

rritory

■

M'ltsof the. province

bout three years
on the east
the grants of which

nay

;

'"unships
1

Majesty’s confirmation,

the province title to
.oil being
questioned, in
'""'IIS tliere are several
nsiderable expense, at
where money and spirit
1

anted, sixty families,

■

1

d.-d |,y the terms of the
acd at the expense of
•" ling out
of the pocket
persons only.
INever1
"dieve there are above
;i|l these
townships (inand of Mount hesert
at present about
twenty
together with about
iu the
Hay of Macldas,
under no autlmrity at
he whole 180 families.
All

thr«e
'"unshi;<,r
1’ arc

■.,!*;

leading men
extremely poor

hut their lot of land,
''
..f dwelling, with the
I'as k “,es they have made upon
Arue state of the country
h’-tween p...
1
H,‘»hscot and Ht. Croix,
the

whole length of which i have

reconThe Dangerous Goodwin Sands.
noitred in person.
“It seems therefore too
to
make
It is putting the matter
early
very mildly
a separate government ot this
to say that the bed of the Straits of
at present, though it
may be very proper j
Dover and the proximate
portions of
even now to make a
designation *>t it. {
the English Channel are strewn with
and even to form the plan, to be execnt-'
Jas. Boss Stiffened
; the remains of vessels and the bones of
ed when it lias a sutlicient
Gold Watch Case is made of
:
population.'
seamen.
The wealth which has been
™
In tbe meantime it
two layers of Solid Gold with
may be*best to let j
buried in this sea grave, either in the
the parts which are to
a
between
of
^
layer Stiffening Metal
compose tliisi
shape of ships or their cargoes, is fabuWelded and rolled
government, be divided by the bounds I
lous; far exceeding, in fact, the value
together intoone solid
ot Nova Scotia, that is, that country j
sheet of metal. The
is a
Case
Boss
of the
Jas.
which lies on tile east of St. Croix to
Solid Gold Case for all
‘‘in!! many a gem of purest
practical purposes.
ray serene,”
remain to the government of Nova
The
which "the dark, unfatliomeu caves of
Metal
simply adds
Stiffening
Scotia, and that country which lies on
ocean
are supposed to hold.
strength and durability. The Boss Case
The printhe "cst ot St. Croix to remain to tiie
is guaranteed for
cipal cause of this wholesale destruc25 years by the largest
ol
Maine
government
and Sagadahoc:
tion of shipping
case makers in the world, who have
property is the dreadand let them be settled under these reed Goodwins, which
been making it for a full half century.
interpose their
spective governments, until they have
dangerous, shifting sand-masses right
Every Boss Case has the Keystone tradeacquired a sutlicient number of people
in
the
mark stamped inside. Ask any dealer to
fairway, where treacherous tides
to make one ot their own.
As foi a ;
and.no less variable currents "meetaud
show you one. Write 11s for a booklet
capital, it would be ton early to deter
rage." If history speaks true, a time
telling the whole story.
1
mine upon that now, it would be per- I
there was when this peri! of the narrow
The
Witch
Keystone
Philadelphia.
Case
Compan,.
haps the best way to let the several ]
sea was non-existent: when, instead of
towns advance themselves as they can. j
the Goodwins, there was a low-lying
and then nick and choose among them.
fertile island known as Loma, acknowlAt present for the situation ol a capital
edging the ownership of the puissant
we should balance between the
of
Earl Godwin.
Bay
St. Croix or more properly the Bay of
W ith the Norman conquest the seaMny fWo-iio I-• j* of Homo,
I’assamaqiioddy and the 'Bay of *Magirt domain passed into the hands of
the Sea.
The
of
Glory
eliias. The former 1 know very well,
Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto, patriarch of
the Lord Abbot of Canterbury. This
having lived there at anchor four days, Venice, may be Pope Leo's successor:
Deeds of daring and fortitude on the worthy prelate, so the legend runs, deand having had the w hole of it to the
at least that is the belief of the reign
waters arouse interest more acutely voted the revenues of his insular apwestward ot the lliver St. Croix surtDan equally heroic acts on land. Xo panage to glorify God by building TenIt a recent conversation
ing pontiff.
and
The
veyed
planned.
Bay of Ma- with Father Lorenz Perosi, the Italian
steeple, and was so engrossed in
triumph of'armies so kindles enthus- terden
rinas I know only by report and a sea
iasm as a victory at sea. Though he his work that he forgot to nourish the
view of it, not being aide to go in for
that
gave him golden tribute.
dwell for many generations inland, goose
want of a pilot w ho knew- it.
buried in the forest’s depths, immured Sea walls and dykes were allowed to
fall
“Having gout* through t«> topography !
into
disrepair, and one stormv
behind mountain bars, or lost in the
of the country 1 must return to the!
in 1090, the sea broke through
tbe brine still tingles night,
prairie's
expanse,
westward, to take notice ot the diltieulin tbe American’s blond and bis soul the dilapidated barriers. Hooded the
ties w hich the polities, prejudices and
low-lying farmsteads, and created a
looks ever outward to the sea.
humors of the people may create there. ]
The instinct toward the ocean is tbe menace to navigators which continues
And these seem all to arise from tinto the present day. Thus is accounted
American’s racial inheritance.
Tbe
had policy of establishing forms of
vast majority of our people descend for the origin of the Goodwins, and
government in the British dom nions.
thorn seafaring races. Their remoter also the legend that "Tenterden Steeple
"It was a strange oversight in diaries
is the cause of the Goodwin Sands.”
ancestors sailed with (lenserie, the
the Second, when monarchy was reIn the old sailing ship days, ere yet
Vandal,
to the sack of imperial Home;
stored in (treat Britain, to confirm the
went with Kurik. the Variag, to keep steam had made vessels to a great extent independent of wind and tide, the
republics in Amet'iea.
peace and give laws on Hussia’s plains,
has
'Hence
arisen a notion that the
and followed Hobo, the Xurman, ami Goodwins reaped a rich harvest from
mi
one
side
ol
a
river
have
a
people
Canute, the Dane, to the conquest of every gale that blew. The sands must
be as plentifully strewn with the bones
rigid to a greater degree and a different
mere land dwellers.
In Succeeding
mode ol liberty than their fellow subof merchantmen as sailors’ dull' should :
ages their sires voyaged with Magellan
Hence it probjects of the other side.
and Drake and Cook around the world; be with plums.
The history of these shipwrecks is, in
ably will be that the western parts of
explored the West with Columbus,
Connecticut will be unwilling to be
Calm;, ( artier, Davies and Hudson; many cases, one of heart-rending
united to New York, and the pro\ nice of
Homeward-bounders, whose
solved the mysteiies ot the Hast with pathos.
Maine will be unwilling to lie separated
crew and passengers had been
gladden- !
Tasman. Dumpier and I’errv.
the
Massachusetts
from
ed by a glimpse of the land to which
government.
A 'i t If most \ i ii literature m hng- ;
j
Blit if the form of the Massachusetts
lai d i.. permeated with the savor of the they were hastening, have been swept !
government should be so far altered as
>11.
level) hooks whose scenes and by wind or tide on the treacherous
to remove the little that remains of its
characters are landlocked abound in sand: battered to pieces—and that so 1
republican east, the distinction between
liguies of speech and illustrations speedily that the morning light has re- !
that and the adjoining governments
drawn from the sailor's life. Only by vealed not a trace of the once stout
would lie less regarded. As for the re
j
painstaking effort could their authors ship and her freighting souls.
GirSEl ! E < AKDIXA L SAP' •).
ksrious division, they are become so enavoid such phrases, for the ideas and I
I
tirely subservient to polities that if the composer, his holiness a ■••■I tor news \ experiences of the seafarer are embedLondon as a Seaport.
state of the goverments is reformed of his
ded in our daily speech.
friend, Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto
Komances
and a perfect toleration secured, reand poetry of the sea are eagerly read
at the same time expressing the opin
Although situated sixty miles from !
ligion will never give any trouble.
millions
who
in
ver
and
ion that lie would so.
heard,
by
rd him as head
j
the open sea, Loudon lias been iiuin
"Viiui ionlsl ip knows perhaps that it
to
the
of
hear,
scarcely
of
:•
hope
the Roman Cailm'
whistling
1
ehur'-h. Cardiis my opinion licit the most perfect
its winds and the roar of its waves. : early ages the principal seaport of the
mature nal Priest Giuseppe Sarto was hern at
Cnitcd Kingdom, in late years becomform ol
guvriimeut for a
The popularity ol' the great sea-story is ;
one of the greatest centers of comAmerican province remains still to he ^Iti*se. diocese ef Treviso, Italv, June
The sea tales ot Cooper, i ing
perennial.
merge the world has ever known.
'2. 1835.
designed.
The
-Melville and Clark Russell !
Marryat.
river which serves her, some goo
■The desideratum is a third legisla- |
are never out of print.
Thousands
of great
miles in length, is navigable by barges 1
tive power, which shall ..rat least
Loud Killing the Weeklies.
poems of the sea are planted and read for about goo
miles, and by an elaborate
appear to he. independent ot the King!
The
who
writer
can
tell
a
!
annually.
Without this the constituand people.
system of connecting canals maintains
I or years, under the leadership ot good
ol
the
ocean
never
lacks
!
story
chairfree communication for water-borne
tion of ail American government is
Vngressms n Loud ot alitoruia.
leaders.
traiiic with most of the interior comimade so similar to that <d the j man ot tim
not
unmittcc on postal allairs.
The tall ship under full sail, "the
mother country as it is capable of lie. j Hie attempt lias been renewed to cut most beautiful creation of human ties of Great Britain.
itt late years. However, many causes
ing. and therefore hath not rec eived its | oft large classes ot cheap publications hands." is vanishing from the ocean.
have operated to lower her pride of
greater possible perfection. To elfeet from the enjoyment ot the low rates
In time there will grow up a great
The construction of the Suez
this, the functions of the present come allowed to newspapers as second class
body of imaginative literature about place.
Canal in 1st;:, struck a heavy blow at
■il should he separated and that body ! matter, sacs Brooke Fisher in the June the men
who go down to the sea in
demand
her
into
a
council
divided
Atlantic, 'll has been repeatedly
supremacy.
legislative
Fortunately'the bulk
steel steam-kettles.
I"util it comes the I
party council, the termer to lie appoint- 1 onstrated that the true cause of the public will cling to its old favorites, i of eastern produce was carried in British ships to London by the old Cape
ed h\ Mis Majesty for life, remnveahle so-called deficit in the post-office depart- "the,
sailors of the sail, men of the !
only for misdemeanors by the judg- j ment is not the amount of cheap print- oaken heart," who led the Kuglish- i route, but after the construction of
that canal foreign ships began to commeiit of their own body, the latter to ed matter cai ried at second-class postj
speaking peoples to the dominion of
with liritisli for the carhe appointed by Ills Majesty during ids j age rates, but the disadvantageous con- the seas
and
made
the speech of pete seriously
pleasure, and to he composed of the tracts made with the railroads lor Shakespeare universal. It is well that riage of eastern goods: and continental
saw
nations
and seized their opporIt lias been tally
members of either house or of persons carrying the mails.
the American people cling to their
belonging to neither as there shall be shown that twice as much per mile per hooks of the ocean and admire the sea- tunity. The seaports of Havre, AntGhent
and
for
occasion."
ton is paid the railroads
carrying man' s deeds.
Hamburg were deI lie sentiments which i werp,
and increased at the expense
Seven years later. William llollan, the mail*as they receive from passensuch books engender and the spirit that j veloped
of London, and became her most active
a
distinguished lawyer, and agent gers. and many times as much as they such deeds
inspire are those of health.
In Great Britain. Liverfor Massachusetts in Kngland, sent charge for carrying the express comIn all ages the rulers of the sea have competitors.
London of a re- panies' tonnage. It has been repeated- been the
information from
pool. Southampton, Hull, Manchester.
masters of the world.
and other ports were developed and invival of the project for making the ly shown that the annual rent paid by
creased.
In the same year the successcountry between the rivers Kennebec the government for the use of a postal
Gems
of
for
ful inauguration of submarine teleg
and st. Croix a new province, id' which carls enough to pay in six months
Thought.
It
inflicted
a serious blow to the
sir Francis llenmrd was to he gover- the construction of the car itself.
rapliy
Faith is tht* hand wherewith we take preponderance of London.
Prior to
nor.
Probably the movement was lias been shown that annual payments
its introduction the merchant princes
checked by tlie dilliculties which soon to railroads by the post office to be made everlasting life.—Latimer.
of London had practically the monopodeveloped into revolution. Its subse- for a series of years have been on cerHe who would lie a great soul in the
ly of direct knowledge as to crops in
quent renewal alter the occupation of tain routes estimated on mails artifical- future must he a great soul now. Km
India, China, Ceylon, etc., and by con
Penobscot by the iiritish. is now a ly swollen for a few months for the ersou.
,
w ell know n matter of history."
signing the produce to London had
purpose of securing high figures. And
for
The
authority
foreign missions been enabled to control the market
Judge WilbaniMin presented a manof yet all the consequences of corrupt
the sotuces of the Chaudiere. Pcuoh-j postal outlays are shouldered off upon issues from the throne of < 1 oil. Josiah supplies, and. indirectly, market prices.
I>.
I>.
ConThis same
Strong,
scot and Kennebec rivers.
the weekly press.
Telegraphy, by disseminating such ingressman Loud is on record in more
War will never yield lint to the prin- formation broadcast, put an end to this
in
of
his
committee
than one
reports
HON X. F. MADDEN
ciples of universal justice and love, monopoly
W hile all tins competition necessarily
favor of abandoning the post-office and these have no sure room but in the
service altogether, and giving to private j religion of .lesus Christ- W. F. ('ban- resulted in the lowering of rates on
I- ornicr Mayor of St
lgnace, >! icliig.an, llrshipping and on produce, expenses m
enterprise the rest of what business ning.
He says.
Winch,
lates an L p**ii«*iic«*
London were increasing by leaps and
advantages lie cannot manage under
Taught Him a Valuable Lesson.
Ho
something every day that will bounds. Heavy taxation, the high price
existing arrangements to throw to the
allow
to
feel
at
that
have
of labor owing to the dock strikei. all
you
night
"1 have had an experience which taught well-entrenched and most ably generalyou
some of your time and strength
Hon. ed
me a
valuable le.-son,” said the
added their quota to the dill unities
express corporations with their al- given
to the definite service of the Lord.
Thomas 1'. Madden, former mayor of st. most incredible concealed protits.
under which London labored.
Foreign
lgnace, Mich., to a reporter the other day.
You never get to the end of Christ's bounty-fed warehouses brought about
“It was while crossing the Gulf of
further
reduction
in
Base
Ball.
charges. MoreEarly
words, 'there is something in them alMexico,” he continued, “in an attempt to
over. the constantly increasing size of
recover my health, that the suggestion came
ways behind. They pass into proverbs,
steamers added fresh dilliculties. The
For t wenty years I had been a suf- When Players were Chosen for their Vocal
tome.
they pass into laws, they pass into doc- Thames,
ferer from indigestion. It tortured me. J
Powers.
peculiarly liable to silt at its
trines, they pass into consolations, hut
could not eat a hearty meal and even the
mouth, required deep dredging.' The
it
was on those rural tieldsin the hey- they never pass away, and after all the
I
me.
doctored
distressed
food
river authorities, being too numerous
lightest
with possibly eight different physicians, but day of base ball that the sport, it less use that is made of them, they are still and
lacking in concentration, have
j
grew worse all the time.
refined, was more picturesque. That not exhausted.
| barely kept up with the times, and
“This chronic indigestion brought on a the game was vocal goes with the saying.
If
a
tree
be
itself
in
the
earth
London
is now face to face with the
fixing
whole train of other troubles. I became Xot far
away.from the truth was the and spreading out its roots, it is cer- 1I need of heavy expenditure, estimated
nervous, suffered from violent headaches
bis
team
who
described
and biliousness, and i think 1 would have country captain
tainly growing, although it be nothing at two millions sterling, for ttiis item
as “men who can't bat much, or field
taller than formerly.
given every cent I possessed to tin 1 relief.
So, albeit a alone.
To
disbut
talkers.”
lirst
rate
in
much,
Put I became more miserable and finally
Christian may want the sweet consoladecision
close
the
on
take
a
southern
1
to
determined
every
pute
despair
umpire
tion and dashes of affection which
was orthodox duty—a fashion not yet
trip.
sometimes he lias had, yet if he he
Henry Cole, one of the oldest real es“On tlie steamer bound for Galveston 1 outlived—and it made the rural ball
growing in humility, self denial and a tate men in Denver, Col., will enrich
chanced to see an advertisement of Dr.
forensic as well as spectacular.
game
the
Methodist church of that city by
sense
on
of
Jesus
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People,
needy dependence
The country umpire, who was usually
he is a growing Christian. over $350,000, to he invested in a new
and the argument struck me forcibly
Christ,
his
merits
that a medicine which made good blood selected by the home team,
—Thomas Boston.
corporation and the interest accruing is
In the earlier days of
As specific picture.
must be a cure for stomach trouble.
to he divided as follows: Fifty percent
In those seasons of loneliness that
the sport he was chosen for knowledge
soon as we landed 1 purchased a box of Dr.
to evangelistic work; 33 per cent, for
William?'’ Pink Pills and they gave me al- of the rules simply because the oppos- come to most serious persons now and
and improvements and the
It it had not ing Imcolic nines had so little knowledge then, when fogs hang low over the soul, buildings
most instantaneous relief.
balance for charities.
been for them 1 think I should have starved themselves.
technical lore be- when the harp of song is silent, and the
Later,
to death.
1 grew constantly better and in a
came somewhat secondary as a credenpulses of life beat heavy and slow, it is
short time I w as cured.
Coronation Celebration in the Provthat “The Lord
“It is now over a year since these pills tial, and in the ideal rural umpire was blessed to remember
cured me. My stomach is sound and my di- sought a kind of Boanerges—a Son of thinketh upon me." and that ie will inces. Squire—Seems to me that, for
gestion is perfect. I can eat heartily of the Thunder, bellowing out his decisions never forget, never leave, never for- the riverside, it would be capital to get
Bless the a supply of flambeaux.
richest food, my nerves are quiet, my blood until the welkin echoed, and able, on sake his trusting child.
Farmer Xobbs—As a loyal subject,
good and 1 feel well and strong. 1 have the one hand, either to placate the Lord, () my Soul!"- Exchange.
Williams’
been made a well man by Dr.
crowd by good temper or to daunt it
Squire, 1 object. 1 don't see the necesPink Pills for Pale People.”
with strong speech. That is to say, the
sity o' having foreign birds. If we want
The Hon. Mr. Madden’s address is St.
Good Roads
'em at all, let ’em be British, says, I.
of the time and place had to
lgnace, Mich., and lie is w illing to corrobo- umpire
—Punch.
rate the statement given above. The power own no middle terms of personal temAmi Tlieir Relation to the Summer Resort
of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People perament. but be either extremely crisp
Business.
in the vast number of diseases di e to im- or superlatively good natured and tactMuch of the future prosperity of
pure blood or to derangements of the sys- ful.—From “Old Days in Baseball," by
tem, lias been demonstrated in thousands <>f Clarence 1
coast towns in Maine will be due to the
honing, in June Outing.
instances as remarkable as his. No one
summer resort business and no town in
who is suffering can rightfully neglect this
this vicinity stands a better chance for
Building in Maine.
way to restore health.
development in this respect than does
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
However, the fact that a
are sold by all dealers, or will be sent postThe Maine building edition of the Phippsburg.
town borders on the coast is not the
paid on receipt of price, jo cents a box, or Industrial
.Journal, recently issued,
“I have used your Hair Vigor
six boxes for $2.50, (they are never sold in
essential
to bring a large colony of
only
bulk or by the hundred) by addressing Dr. gives a review of building operations summer
for five years and am greatly
Several other things
people.
in
illustrations.
with
line
Williams Medicine Company, Schenectady,
Maine,
many
are necessary, and none more so than
pleased with it. It certainly reFrom this review it is learned that
stores the original color to gray
roads. The town of Phippsburg
there have been completed in Maine good
hair. Itkeeps my hairsoft.”—Mrs.
for years has been noted for its poor
to
since
the
advent
the
new
of
year,
ha’'edecided
Helen KiiKenny, New Portland, Me.
Cecil Rhoades’ executors
roads and this has no doubt kept some
ttiat the probate will should be taken date, buildings aggregating in cost apfrom building summer homes
people
out in South Africa.
The fortune will proximately, $1,075,000, about 50 per within its limits.
This year the town
Hair
has
His edu- cent, of this being residential work.
amount to nearly $30,000,000.
raised quite a liberal appropriation for
the
at
cational scheme has been looked into The figures further show that
been
color
a
to
be
that
it
is
to
and
hoped
highways
by the executors, but it wit be some present time there is underway in the substantial improvement will be shown,
hair
for
of
work
that
will
State
Maine,
approxgray
years,
time before the arrangements can be
although if that part of the town highIt is hoped that the first imate $3,910,000. Of this amount about way through Winnegance is a fair samand it never fails to do
completed.
this
is
for
residential
work,
the
$1,400,000
at
Rhodes scholar will enter Oxford
ple of the road building the town is to
cither.
this
including also hotels, dormitories, gov- do we fear our hopes are vain ones. A
Octoberterm next year.
ernment barracks, etc., while about
can
steam drill and some dynamite judiupon it
$91)0,000 is for mills and factories. The
Spring Fever.
used will do more good on
ciously
for
to
amount of work projected is found
your hair
Spring fever is another name for bilious- be about
country roads than all the sods and clay
$3,590,000, of which amount that can be
for
from
It is more serious than most people
ness.
in
a
whole
over
them
spread
$840,000 is for residential work and summer.—Bath Independent.
A torpid liver and inactive bowels
think.
and for
means a poisoned system.
If neglected, $770,000 is for mills and factories. Thus
your
serious illness may follow such symptoms. it will be seen that the work completed
hair
your
grow.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers remove all sinee Jan 1st, or now underway or proTammany has nominally abolished
$1.00 a bottle. All druggists.
danger by stimulating the liver, opening the jected in the State of Maine aggregates the one-man rule to which it gave absobowels and cleansing the system of impuriabout
under John Kelley and
lute
obedience
If
$8,500,000.
your
druggist cannot supply you,
Safe pills.
Never gripe.
ties.
“I nave
send us one dollar and we will express
his successor, Richard Croker. In its
taken DeWitt's Little Early Risers for torwa.STonxA.
Be sure and give the name
a bottle.
you
at
has been instituted,
least on
liver every spring for years,” writes R.
of your nearest express office. Address,
Kind You Han Always BougM place a
Bun the
[. Everly, Moundsville, W. Va. “They do
J. C. AYEIt CO., Lowell, Mass.
paper,
system of Government by
me more good than anything I have ever
what is known as an advisory committried."
tee of three.

country!
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GOT RELIEF FROM THE START,
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Tf you p tff'-r from lumbago or err'othe^ <
of
iinHso rnttiro, U
it fair
t ii
BI.Ot'D Wi "i7; r !1 i. ‘another! :i;erer fr
same trou.
of t a- « me >en<
you? F.u:
tters from grateful 1 eop
tell of the
ii r -nr s which mat be obtained
from BLO 1) WINK. ■!. L. Ton 1
en,10 E Merrimack Strci i, Lowt ii, Mass.. w,
I cannot
too
in
raise
of
speak
BLOOD H i Ml. as it
highly j
has done me a vast amount <
00 ;
1 r
weeks I suffered terribly Inin
lumbago, 1
failed to find anything beneficial mtil 1 com
menced taking BLOC!) V 'N't I a
relief ft
the start, and was a >c!i
io tc
tune wi rk
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Farm and Garden
Market Reports
Fruit Culture
Mech mini Devices
Fashions and Fancy Work
Feeding and Breeding
The Apiary
Talks with Our Lawyer News of the Day
Ilairy and Creamery
Hon.seh-'id Features
The Poult ry Yard
The truest ion Rot
Plants and Flowers
Tin \,ierinary
The Horse
£ Sheep ami swine

~

II

Only $2.00
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Married.

Mr. and Mrs. Selden Holmes ol' ( lin
ton celebrated the .'>otb anniversary ot
their marriage dune ::d.
Mr. and Sir
Holmes were married at Spriiigtieid.
Mass., and passed several years m that
Sinee halving Springlield they
eity.
have lived in Jhingorand ('linton, com
ing tu Clinton in years ago. These eliil
dren were present: Mr. and Mrs. (’has.
A. Holmes of F inland. Mr. and Mrs.
of l’rattleboro. Yt..
Henry II. i 1 >In
M r. and M s. \A bur F
Holmes ol
Providence. IF 1„ M r. and Mrs. Walter
S. Holmes id 1 In H alo. N. Y.. M rs. < a roline Holmes Sweti oi Springiieid, Mass.,
and the Misses Susie 1!.. Marga et A.
and Marion M llmim of liangor. I ne
couple received very many beautiful
and useful presents n-m their children.
\
family dimiei was served and paitaken of by the family .md a large number of neighbors

family

Believing

Some men get married s<> as to lie
able to stop giving presents to the girP
they are engaged to. New York Press.

and Homt
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DUST

o

"let the iiULD DUST twins do your work.”

1

|

j

Belfast, le.

JOt RN \L PUB. C<>

REP.

t

«HMBINK3^.aaaBSMMUMdMaHM|

FREE PATTERN
(yoar

own

scriber.

j

selection)

Only 50

to every subcents a year

M£ CALL'S™
MAGAZINE
A LADIES' MAGAZINE.
A gern; beautiful colored plates latest
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy
work
>-ubhousehold hints fiction, etc
acribe to-day, or, send cc (or latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

GOLD DUST
It cuts
easy dish washing.
grease and cleans dishes better than anything else.
Tioes its work quickiy. well and economical.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
Chicago. New York. Boston, bt. Louis.
Makers of OVAL FAIRY

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-*'*date. Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

solves the problem of

SOAR__

Seams Allowed and all Bastlna
and Sewlno Lines shown.

and is cents each—none higher.
S.'Id in nearly avery city
Ask f«..r tlu-in
and town, or by mail from

Only

Sl'MMKH
a

All

I)i vision.

Ujuiyroi"

Trip*

f

1 Patterns

STEAMSHIP

Six

CALL™
M?BAZAR*
A

SKH VICK.

15

THE McCALL CO.,
113-115-117 West 31st St., NEW YORK.

lVe< k to Hos'oh

\f

Tilt* LVptlhlii-., ,i Join <i-i
Zillf Wltll E!*>•«■• I'MtflMlI'. Will
«l-!i
S'-’.m lit ;nl vaiic-.
K I*. .I'M

M

:i
-s.-m
i;n \l

v .t

r

It.

LIVE
SOLO
Commencing Monday. May 5th,

steamers

leave !

Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.00 i*. >!.. other davs. except Sunday, at
5.00 i*. ,m
For Searsport, Bucksport. N' interport. Hampden and Bangor, dailv, except Monday, at about
7.45 a. at.
ItKTl KN INC

From Boston, daily, e xeept Sunday, at 5.00 i*.m
From Rockland. viaC amden. daily!except Mon
at about 5.oo a. m.
From Bangor, via way-landings, Mondays a
12.00 m., other week days at 2.00 i*. m.
FRED W. POTE. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and General Manager,
308 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.

day.

ON

•.

STOCK
COMMISSI O N

RECEIVERS OF
New Milch Cows. Veal
every

description,

Sheep

and horses.

Calves. Beef of
also Hogs.

and

Special attention t" New Milch Cows.
Veal Calves sold on their merit-'.
Hogs sold at market pnee.
Quick returns and market values.
Have had l."> years’ experience.
Write or telegraph for information.
Jfg*“Stoek shipped from Burnham every Monday.
K. L. LIBBY, B. & A. Stock Yards.
1> ~*
Brighton. Mass.
I\ L LIBBY, Burnham. Me.
Direct all Imiuiries to
LIBBY BROTHE JS,

We have a tine line of hair switches, can match
to any shade, size or price. We have also added
to our stock a good assortment of HAIR PINS,
SIDE and BACH COMBS and HAIR RETAINERS. When in want of these goods please call
at 15 Main Street (up stairs».
14tf
MRS. B. F. WELLS.

t.H

..

lU'Ua^t. M

scalp clean,
making

Sid

Beit and Most Practical farm and
Paoer Published

Widows are so successful with, men
because the\ are always willing to learn.

■

Oioiing- Offer

:

The

■

I-

*•

'the wise woman 'muds a man t• > hei
when she makes herself lus companimi.

Fifty Years

isroasALKBt

Hi Enslitai Journal

A young fool has a chance t mi,:g/o
it: the old one doesn’t.

adays fathers pride the:ns»*';v
on being a block of the young cmp.
Many ;i man ties up his dog at nL:'

■>

A Gieat

death

Black Hair

Ayer’s

()., ?) lil i.!. I

I

--

WINE

stiwL Apply™AKKIMAX
SWIFT &
I9tf

Burnham,

"°U3e

0,1

Me.

t:,mBreM

L. Belfast, or
F.A HABR1MAN. Waterville.
PAI

SEARSPORT
Mrs. J

LOCALS.

M. Gilkey is visiting her sister at

Stonington.
Mrs. Abbie and Miss Mary Sargent
the guests of E. A. Sargent.

are

Ernest Hamilton left Tuesday to join the
Maine Central R. R. to work as a brake-

Misses Curtis and Wentworth. Taken as
a whole this was one of our very best
meetings. A rising vote of thanks was extended to the members of Freeman McGilvery Post and good people of Searsport for
the fine manner in which they entertained
the Association. The exercises closed with
singing America.—A. Stinson, Sec'y.

Saturday.
Some of our carpenters have been engaged to make extensive repairs on the
Windsor Hotel, Belfast.

>og constable (-Jerrj reports that all dogs
Searsport have been registered but six

and lie is close after those.

NORTH

Moop Magie, Capt. Muck, returned from
an Haul Tuesday morning with a full

fare of

fresh fish and two hundred lobsters.

Mrs. .1. M. Nickerson has

Mr Foster of the Lewiston Machine Co.
in town last week and contracted wit],
Monroe Steam Fngine Co. to build several
f their engines.
Mr. Monroe is now in
istou.

I he first game of base ball for the season
was played here Saturday, and resulted in
a score of 7 to 5 in favor of the home team
A return game will be
against Brooks
played in about two weeks.
Landlord Grinned has thoroughly renovated his house, cleaned up the grounds
a' -1 lawns preparatory to the arrival of
part of the houseful of summer boarders
who have secured rooms here for the

COUNTY

inability to attend
deeply grateful to

Abbott of Boston, in charge of the
circuit of the New England Telephone Co., recently put in a new switch
board at the Nearsport House which is a
great convenience not only to the subscribers here but to the operator.
F.

™

m.

Birhard 1*. >mitli, who is spending the I
.'••as in
here, accompanied by James II. !
Bradbnn of ( harles FrohmaiTs pieces, W. i
Sanreif-is who is un-n-r the management of
M
P ivid .’h-iasco, assisted by our best i
•a
talent will shortly give an entertainment here fm the b»-u»dit of the local ball
•■•an. Pate a: d announcement will be given
n full next week.
Fred
F. >yveetser, Miss Mai
Nichols. Mrs. Fred
W. Mersey and son Herald, Mrs. Lillias
N e-hols and
granddaughter Lillias, Miss
Jessm Nickerson, Miss Marion Lee, Mrs.
’• 1
Nickols, E. iNickols, Miss Blanche
Boss, Miss Margaret Williams, Mrs. J. C.
I inure. Miss Angie Gilmore, Miss Edith
CendPton, Mrs. Catherine Park, Miss:
Ih'idencc Beach. Mrs. Sarah Staples and
are

son.

Dept.

SOUTH

*»

r
-I

ut

n:rrssf

liostuu.

Mass.

PALERMO.

Miss M. A. Randall ami Miss Reta Cox
to spend the summer in Augusta—
Ranvas Cram of Newport came here last
week to attend the funeral of his father.
Smith L> Cram, which occurred Sunday.
Mr. Cram has been a long and patient
sufferer having been confined to the house
for nearly two years, lie was a man who

Mrs. Man mill Merrifield lost her pig la<t
The meal
week b\ feeding it dry meal.
choked to
was drawn into it> lungs and it
death_George Soule spent a few days recently with his family and returned to Boston June 2nd.George Belden lost a horse
and colt recently—Lucinda >utter has

are

had

an attack of grip which left her poorly.
....Captain Thomas A. Howe of Boston
arrived last Saturday to spend a week with

attended strictly to his own affairs and was
highly respected by all who knew him
Arthur Morse returned home last week for
a visit, after being absent one year—Mr.
and Mrs. O. 1‘. Fuller of Camden visited
—

CORRESPONDENCE.

his

brother,

Ar, sells. Geo. B. FerguJersey City; Webster Barnard, PaterN. ,).; 4, ar, sch. Henry W. Cramp,
Carter, Baltimore- il, sld, sch. Miles M.
Merry, Newport News; S, ar, sell. Nat

son,
son,

Aver, Boston.

while with her aunt, Mrs. Geo. Grindle.
-Several from this place attended the
commencement exercises at Bucksport last
week.... Miss Klvena Grant of
Prospect is
doing dress-making for Mrs. Geo. Avery.
a

Rufus Rowe.

The iiuarterly meeting at the Centre
Church, Saturday and Sunday, was wed attended. Saturday the pulpit was oca
upied
by Rev's 1». Brackett and F. \V. Barker of
Brooks, ami Sunday by Miss Millett in the
morning and Rev. Simeon Whitcomb in the
afternoon... J, JI. Stevens and wife visited
relatives ill Searsport last week and attended the Waldo County Veterans' meeting
there—Fred L. Higgins, who attended the
Memorial service in Bangor, returned June
"th, accompanied by his sister, Mrs. s. C.
Files and daughter—Miss Lela M. Higgins

Miss Alice Cohn, writes fr
Eleventh Street, Brooklyn, N
follows:

“Having had poor health for
many months and now ha \ inK
stored makes me feel very
Peru n't.

I suffered

a

great d<

monthly periods, had set
and was generally depressed
Lev. is, Pai k. Turks Island
! truthfullyr say that a fen hoti
'lurk’s Island, May
sld, sell. B. W.
runa has removed all pain and
!iopkir.s, Philadelphia.
my

; new woman of me.---M!SS
M A KINK Mix 1 1.1. AN Y.
COHN.
New
York, dune
Bark
Minnie
Swan, Higgins, tian San Juan, reoort>.
The coining of what is kn >\*
at
Yeterdav,
lop. m.. otf Barnegat, collided with a tin'* -masted schoonei which I “new woman.” in «>ur cum.!
struck
the
bark
on
t lie
greeted by everyone as it
side,
port
causing slight damage to the hull. The great blessing. But there
foreyard wa> also brok»*n ai d the saii dam
whom everybody
aged. The schooner wa> ’uht.and proceed- new woman
see.
ed south after the collision,
Every day some invalid \
Rockland. Me. June
I have been m.
1 in
sdiooner
exclaiming,
Menawa, Captain Ladd, bound from Ban
I>r. Hartman’s he
woman by
gor with lumber foi N«-w York, while passment.” It. is only necessart
ing through iin* Musselri'lges Saturday
name, address,
night last in a log no upon Shag rock and
symptoms, du
remained there all night, helpless. Sunday
sickness and treatment already
the tug Frederick M. Wilson went from
to Dr. Hartman, Columbus, (>..
Rockland to her assistance and succeeded
tions for one month’s treatmn
in hauling her otf and tow ing her to this
harbor. Yesterday she was taken to the
promptly forwarded. The
•South .Marilie railway and will be put on
can
be obtained at the neartin* railway today
It is thought she is constore.
Her rudder is gone
siderably damaged.
and in other ways sin* suffered. The .MenIf you do not derive prompt a
awa is owned by Pendleton Bros, of lslesfactory results from the use of
boro. She is of _’tl gross tonnage and was
write at once to Dr. Hartrua:.
built in l.sti-t in Greenpoint, N Y.
full statement of your ease ai
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Fernandina, ,1 une 5. Sld, sell. Star of the
Sea, Providence; (I, sld, sch. (Hive T. Whittier, Whittier, New York.
Brunswick, Ga,, June 4. Cld, sells. Melissa Trask, Lowell, Bangor; Charlotte T.
Sibley, Coombs, Belfast; 5, sld, sells. Win.
II. Sumner, Pendleton, New York : Kbenezer Baggett, Warren, do.
Carrabeile, Fla., June 4. Ar, bark Alice
Reed, Porto Plata.
Satilla River, Gil., June (i. Sld, sell. Will.
II. Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
PKOSPECT FEKliV.
Hyannis, June It. Ar, sell. Sarah L. Davis,
Mrs. Xehemiah Mudgett, living with her Pattershall, Frankfort for New York.
Pertli Amboy, June 7. Ar, sell. Pocasset,
daughter Mrs. Geo. Grindle of this place,
Kaunas. Briggs, do.
fell and dislocated her hip June :)rd. She is Frankfort;
FORKKJN
PORTS.
doing as well as could be expected. She is
Honolulu, May in. In
ship Dirigo,
attending by l)r. Snow of Bucksport_ Goodwin, for New York, port,
to sail ;;oth.
Mrs. X. J. lleagan and Mrs. A. A. Ginn
Curaeoa. May 1N>
Ar, sob. Kate Feore,
went to Bangor shopping last Saturday_ Alley, Hock port, Me. (to sail j'.th for Ship
M iss., to load luinhei foi Mexico.)
Herman Avery spent last Sunday with Island,
Bermuda. May >0. Ar. .-eh Susan N.
his parents, returning to Bangor
Monday Pickering. Roekport, Me.: after discharg-Mrs. Emma Luke picked a large handful ing proceeds to Philadelphia.
Trapani, May M. Sld, hark San Giuseppe
of ripe strawberries June (ith_Mrs. Kate
I tal.) Caliero, Buothbe.y.
W. Ilarriman and her daughter Aurelia,
Cienfuegos, May 17. sld, sell. J. C. Strawvisited t'apt. and Mrs. M. G. Dow of Bucks- bridge, Boston.
Buenos Ayres, .lune 7i. Sld, bark Tlios.
port last Sunday morning_Miss Itose A.
Goddard, Newcomb, Boston.
Mudgett is at home from Oldtown, stopping
Barbados, May
sid, bark Annie

THOKMMK 1C.

tin*
Mr Otis I». Wilson, trustee of the Oak !
>earsport House during the week, v N. Crow Cemetery trust fund, lias received a
Verbeek, Boston: K. W. Hammond, Ban
check of >ion from the Children’s Aid Sos
-u. T
Dennison* 1. H. Faulk, A \X. ciety of Maine, tlie interest of which !
B:iik v and wife, J. y. Pillsbury. \\ K. I amount will he devoted to the care of the lot
Berk in>, H. B. Webber, Boston : .1. 11. Mm
e! the late Mrs. Patience Moody, who willed
dock, Norway: II. II. Pereival, Boston: I her entire property to that society_There
H. Palmer, Auburn; J. W. Mansur ami i were no church services last
Sunday on acwife, Pittsfield; Henry S. Lanpher and count of diphtheria. ..“Children’s Day*’ will
v -fe,
New York W. K Mayo, Rockland ; ! be
postponed until midsummer—rJ,he live
F. Rich, Portland : 11. F. Adams, Augusta. • cases of
diphtheria are confined to two
^• ne of our citizens, who saw the play, houses where the disease first broke out.The
“Joshua .Simpkins” at Bath not long since, houses are strictly quarantined and every
and which is to appear here this, Thursday precaution used to prevent the spread of
the contagion
Mr. H. T. Muzzy and Miss
evening, at Union Hall says:
It is a rural play in four acts, bound to- Maude Muzzy of Somerville, Mass., arrived
an
and
gether by
interesting plot
produced home last Thursday— I)r. and Mrs. A. T.
with special scenery carried by the comYork of Wilton, Maine, were in town Saturin the third act a realistic saw mill
pany.
scene is introduced, when a real buzz saw
day and Sunday. The doctor returned home
is seen cutting through a real log at terrific
Monday. Mrs. York will remain for a
-peed upon which a human being has been
visit to her aunt, Mrs. II. K. Holmes.
helplessly bound by his enemies and left to longer
an evident death.
There is an abundance .Ann M. Wing, wife of Daniel W.
>f comedy in tlie play, while there are
Wing, formerly of this place, died at her
many fine singing and dancing
specialties home in Haverhill,
’’
Mass., June nth, after a
incidentally introduced.
long illness. She is survivid by her husThe members of Waldo County Veteran
band, two daughters, Miss Frances A.
Association expressed emphatically that
Wing and Mrs. Agnes M. Pendleton, and
the meeting here last Thursday was one.of
one son, Harry O. Wing.
The funeral was
the most social and pleasant they ever
held at her late home Monday at
o’clock.
experienced since tlie association was or- Mrs.
Wing has many friends in this place,
ganized. Veterans of the Post desire us
who deeply sympathize with the bereaved
to extend their thanks to the ladies who assisted in preparing ttie collation, also to family.
Miss Jane Curtis, Miss Lizzie Whitcomb L1NC (II.M ILLE CENTRE.
Mr. ami Mrs. Isaac Pearson and son
and Miss Millie Shute, who gave the musical
As the. program l ewis of Revere, Mass., arrived Saturday.
part of the program.
given in full by the secretary of the Mr. Pearson returned on Monday's boat_
Mr. and Mrs. Molding have arrived and are
association we make no mention of it.
making extensive repairs on their summer
Veteran’- Meeting. The Waldo Counhome“The Montrose”_Alton French was I
ty Veteran Association met with Freeman at home
Sunday.Janies Willis Snow of
June
1902.
It
McGilvery Post, Searsport,
5,
New York is visiting liis grandmother, j
was a line da} and had not many been late
Mrs. Thresa Snow_Mr. and Mrs. Fred
with tlieir work would have been one of
Luring are at the Lincolnville Inn.Mr
our largest meetings.
The following towns Orrin Ames and son
Russell were in Roston
were represented :
Searsport, Belfast, Wal- on business last week
Alta Ileal spent
do, Liberty, Freedom, Brooks, Monroe and Sunday w ith her parents in Xorthport_
Arizona
was
a
2nd
Hampden.
represented by
Mr. and Mrs. Cushion Wade and daughter
Maine Cavalry man, Comrade Norton, a
Mildred are visiting relatives at the Reach.
of
Sheriff
Norton.
Cook
of
brother
Pres.
-Master Allen Frohock, who has been ill
K. H. Billings Post called the forenoon tile
(aist two weeks, is now much improved
meeting to order. The committee on time in health
Mr. and Mrs. Sain. French of
and place of the next meeting reported Thoinaston called on
relatives here Sunday.
as follows:
Time, July Jd; place, west ....E. P. llahn left Wednesday fora busiside of Swan Lake, Swanville. The report ness
trip to Boston... .T. E. Gushee went to
was
accepted. Remarks were made by Portland Wednesday.... A very enjoyable
in
comrades
regard to changing our meet- sociable was held at the I. 0. G. T. Hall on
ings and there was an almost unanimous Monday night-Misses Annie Miller and
expression in favor of continuing the meet- Sadie Kackliffe left Monday for Providence,
ings as we started at the organization. Then K. I., where they have employment_
an adjournment was taken to satisfy the
Ernest Mahoney, who has been home on a
inner man. Never have we sat down to a visit, returned to Boston Monday_Georgia
better repast. With the usual fare came Miller and Laura Young, who have been atclam pie and ice cream. Now didn’t the tending the spring term of the Castine
old comrades enjoy clam pie! Then came Normal School, arrived Thursday_Miss
the smoke and story telling after which the Caroline Dickey arrived Thursday from a
visit to friends in
Leadmeeting was again called to order. After a better of RocklandCastine_George
was a guest of his parN.
Smart
Capt.
ents Friday and Saturday—Ed. Levenprayer by Chaplain Jones,
gave a very vivid description of Pickett’s seller is at home from Boston on a vacation.
Dexter Norton arrived home Thursday
at
charge
Gettysburg. Comrade Smart from
Bucksport—There will be a dance at
knows, for he with some half a dozen other the Band Hall Saturday evening, June 14th.
comrades of the 19th, was there on that All are invited.
were

“Our .V,:7 (-) ,!.•
itnj' ajJrtss v7/',

SHEPARD, NORWEIX CO,

port.
(

vested t" be present. A children's concert
v\ il
be given in Union Hall at 7 o'clock

following

returned from

—

hildren's Pay will be observed b\ tin
otig‘1 society next Sunday. The service in
tie* morning will have special reference to
1
children, and all the children are re-
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Among the arrivals this week

v

(’ora A. Mahoney was in Rockport .June
2nd_Joe Packard is repairing his barn...
Mrs. Arad Mahoney spent last week in
Camden with her sister, Mrs. Mareellus
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Morse are
Goddard
rejoicing over the birth of a daughterMrs. John Cummings and daughter Sibyl,
Mrs. Robert R. Mckenna and son Robert of
New York City arrived June r>th, and will
spend the summer at their old home—Mr.
and Mrs. 11. M. Donnell and two sons Rert,
and Alvali. were in Appleton June 1st....
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Donnell of Relmont
Mr. and Mrs.
were in town June oth
Henry Mahoney spent June 7th in North-

the exercises we are
Fieut. Fred F. Black of West Point Military Acad**n»> for an invitation to attend
:he graduatee exercises which take
place
this week.

e.
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State color and price and they wu! W- -.railed to any
We ate known
address pr-mptiv, \\ ah.-m cha e.
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% ne\
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nil nrd-r business is
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N
m liter
her- 0,1
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;

The Sunday school was organized June
W. J.
8th with the following officers:
Mathews Supt.; A Stinson, Asst. Supt..
Mrs. W. J. Mathews, Sec’y; Chester Dow,
Treas.; Hoy Spaulding, Collector; Callie
Hardman, organist; Teachers, Bible Class,
Mrs. Edwin Chapin; No. 1, Mrs. \\. J.
Mathews; No. 2, Mrs. Wilbur Carter: No.
Miss Carrie B. Stinson; librarian, Mrs.
Bartlett.
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our
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Send Fer Free

The dramatic entertainment and dance at
Maiden’s hall last Friday night given by
the East Belfast dramatic club was well received and'enjoyed very much by all. It is
hoped they will come again.

week.

Notwithstanding

t

Mrs. Marion Mathews.

Tin Penn
null Ceiling and Mooting Co.
of Piuiadeiphia have taken the contract to
put i the Congl. church steel ceiling and
side walls.
Work on same will begin next

ew

assortment of beautiful
and colors.
(>(•■ i
values at $1.00 per vard: our
special price, per yard

Large

designs

sandypoiut, where she has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Eugene Blanchard.
Miss Celia M. Carter of Chelsea, Mass.,
arrived by last Saturday's boat and will
spend the summer with her grandmother,

Letters received from Misses Nancy and
Georgia Ford, w ho are making a short voyage ’n bark Alice Meed, report their arrival
at Uarrabelle, Fla.

1

Printed Fovalard Silks.

There will be a grand ball in Maiden's
hall Friday night, .lune ITtli, with music by
Cunningham's orchestra of Monroe.

M iss Kathe:;
Kneekiiul, Miss Jennie
(Anns and Mi-> Nan Coleord are attending
the.eonunenceinem exercises of the University of Maine.

Philadelphia, June 4. Ar, sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Fernandina; .5, sld, sch. Arthur McArdie and Mary Ann McCann,
Bangor; <;. ar, sch. John C. Smith, Wyman,

—
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Mr. ami Mrs. Gabriel Brown of Prospect
week visiting Thomas
were in town last
I )orr.

W. o Tuttle A* son w ill open their studio
June 17th for three da\s. This will probably be for the last tune, as they expect to
sell.

a

^

was

Kev. Mr. Hills of Hampden will preach
Jim '.'2nd at the church and every two
weeks from that date during the summer.
Next Sunday, June 15th, Grange services
will be held at the church_The W. C. T.
U. will meet at the church next Friday,
and take in some new members.
Lunch
will be served by the union, and the L. T.
L. will be served lunch as their meeting
comes the same day at a later hour_Mrs.
Lizzie Packard has been confined to her
bed the past few days, but she is better
Work is progressing on h. L. Palmer’s
store. A nice large addition is being made.
Mrs. lietsey Colson is visiting in Rockland.
...

All in tan grounds with beautiful stripes of
conti asttng colors, cotton
warps and all silk
L filling—willwasltperfect.lv. Ail A
» new goods, suitable for Waist'
fl P
and whole Costumes. Mmifn
for
sell
75c: our price, per vaid

Mrs. K K. Nickerson of Bath is visiting
her parents,“Mr.and Mrs. Wm. J. Mathews.

Isle

1

Tussor Silks.

SEARS PORT ITEMS.

Kivin Staples of Stockton Springs
in town recently visiting friends.

We Mention
«_« _•_•
Two Specialties Q»b»

fljtlf

Miss Myra T. Scribner is home from Belfast taking a short vacation.

Captains Amos Nichols, 11. F. Coleord, W.
M. Parse and Albert Nichols left Tuesday
for a week's fishing trip among the islands.

SILKS

IN

brigade of girls into the halt and they gave
Then we had solos by
very line drill.

Will Hix, who has made the voyage to
Hong Kong in steamer Ajax, arrived home

:n

BARCA INS

a

man.

1

MONROE.

skirmish line. After remarks an address of
welcome was given by comrade J.W. Black ;
response by Pres. Cook; remarks were
made by Comrades Stinson, Norton, Wentworth, A. K. Nickerson, White, Patterson,
and others, nearly all taking some part in
the meeting. Comrade Black marched his
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